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The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume LXXXXVI No. 232 In Our 96th Year
Murray State Awarded
$49,067 Federal Grant
Murray State University has been
awarded a $49,067 federal grant renewal
for 1975-76 for the "Right to Read"
preservice teacher preparation program
to improve reading instruction.
Authroized by the U. S. Office of
Education, the grant„ to the Division of
Reading in the DePartrrient of 'Special
Education marks the second fiscal year
the program has been funded.
Dr. Larry J. Salmon, formerly an
assistant professor of reading education at
Madison College, Harrisonburg, Va., has
joined the faculty at Murray State as the
project developer of the ''Right to Read"
program. He holds the rank of assistant
professor.
A native of Paris, Tenn., Salmon was
formerly on the faculty at Murray State as
a reading instructor. His experience also
includes work as a classroom teacher in
the fifth and sixth grades in the Paducah
public schools.
Salmon, also active in the area of en-
vironmental education, has served as a
curriculum writer for Environmental-
Outdoor Education for the Kentucky
Department of .Education.
He earned the B. S. and M. A. in
education degrees at Murray State and the
Ed. D. degree in reading education at the
University of Georgia in Athens.
Emphasis in the.. _to Read"
project at Murray SSti is- on thein-
dividLalization of instruction in the
reading component and on the adjustment
of the course content to meet individual
needs.
Dr. Yancey Watkins, author of the grant
proposal and project director, said the
thrust of the program in its second year is
the revision of instructional units and their
implementation into reading courses.
Personnel from 10 public school systems
in Kentucky with regular classroom
programs in reading are serving as con-
sultants for the project.
Murray State has between 175 and 200
prospective teachers completing the
preservice training program at the




FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — Federal
grants totaling $4,354,080 will allow four
boards of education and eight community
action agencies in Kentucky to provide
full-year Head Start programs.
The grants were announced Monday by
Gov. Julian Carroll and Human Resources
Secretary Leslie Dawson.
The largest grant to a school board was
$258,854 awarded to Paducah, The Ashland
board received $74,564; Williamstown
$36,335, and Murray $31,675.
Louisville-Jefferson County received the
largest grant to a community action agen-
cy, $1-,174,559.-The Big Sandy Community
Action Program at Paintsville received
$1,066,072. The grant for the Somerset pro-
gram was $533,923.
Other recipients included pro
grams based in Lexington, $286,780;
Lebanon, $295,800; Olive Hill, $230,374;




Arlie Scott of Murray was recently in-
stalled as Lt. Governor of Kiwanis In-
ternational Division 15 of the Kentucky-
Tennessee District., The division includes
ttai' altar in Western Kentucky from
Murray to Owensboro.
Scott is a charter member of the Murray
Kiwanis Club with fourteen years of
perfect attendance. During that time, he
has been president, secretary, acting
treasury, member of the board of direc-
tors, and chairman of various committees
in the club. In addition, he has been
secretary-treasurer of the division.
Scott is starting his 27th year in the
Departree'nt of Agriculture. ..at 'Murray
State University where he is an associate
professor. He is an outstanding liveci.ock
judge and has been in demand '.1 Ken-
tucky, Illinois and., Tennessee or many
years. He serves on the Cornmissioner of
Agriculture's advisory board for beef
cattle shows.
Scott has served the 4-H and FFA youth
of West Kentucky for twenty-six years and
received the L. P. Gas award in 1973 as the
outstanding 4-H man leader in the state of
Kentucky. He is currently serving his
second term as president of the Purchase
Area 4-H Council and is a state delegate on
the,state council from the Purchase area.
Scott was responsible for the establish-
ment of Alpha Gamma Rho Fraternity at
Murray State University and for eleven
years was the advisor. He formed Alpha
Gamma Rho Alumni Assoc., Inc. and has
served as the corporation's only secretary-
treasurer, Under his leadership. the.:
cocporation purchased the Beale residence
on the Coldwater Road which is the home
Of the local AGR fraternity. He is advisor
to the Murray State University
Agriculture Alumni.
Scott is a member of Alpha Zeta-an
Agriculture Honorary Fraternity, Phi
Delta Kappa, the American Society of
Animal Science, Calloway County Farm
Arlie Scott
Bureau, Calloway County Agriculture
/Council, Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association, and Calloway County
Council on Drug Education. He is a
member of the First Baptist Church.
Arlie Scott is married to the former
Maxine Price and they have two
daughters, Jayne and Carolyn.
MSU Regents To
Meet On Friday
The Murray State University Board of
Regents will hold its regular meeting
October 3 at the MSU Administration
Included on the agenda will be con-
sideration of a revised compensation
schedule for overload teaching, extended
campus, intersession teachingt and
correspondence study compensation; the
establishmert of a college of indu.4try and
technology; approval of the 1976-78
biennial budget request; a resolution
regarding tax sheltered annuities with the
teachers' retirement system; the power
contract between MSU and the Murray
Electric System; renewal of the group,
insurance contract; a proposal to establish
a bachelor's degree in health education; a
report on enrollment, and the financial
report.
 _Sunny rand VVarmer 
Mqstle sunny and a little warmer today,
hidiTaitie upper 10-a-to around 80. Tonight —
increasing cloudiness and no? quite so cool
with a chance of a shower by morning..
Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, September 30, 17 , 15' Per Copy Crne Section — 12 Pages
SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS—Eli Alexander and Vicky Butterworth, both of
Murray, are being presented $200 recreation and physical education depart-
ment scholarships by Dr. Chad Stewart, chairman of the department at Murray
State University. Alexander, t'he son of Mr. and Mrs. Eli Alexander of 1616
Keenland, is a freshman physical education major. Miss Butterworth, a freshman
physical education major, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Butterworth of





WASHINGTON (API — The House,
voting to revoke the financial in-
dependence of the U.S. Postal Service, is
sending a message to the service about the
-Pony Express" quality of mail delivery.
The House voted 267 to 123 Monday to cut
a proposed extra subsidy of $1.7-billion for
the Postal Service and to require the ser-
vice to come to Congress annually for fun-
ding and to put its revenues in the general
*easury.
Before finishing work on the measure for
the day, the House spent five hours of
debate full of stinging criticism of mail de-
Consumer Service Card To Be
Introduced 'By PostarService
Beginning Oct. 1, the U. S. Postal Ser-
vice will introduce a program at the
Murray Post Office and other offices.
across the nation to encourage mail users
to register problems they may have with
their mail service.
At the core of the program is a consumer
service card, through which problems are
identified and which postal managers
attempt to expeditiously resolve.
The Consumer Service Program reflects
Postmaster General Benjamin F. Bailai's
determination that mail service to- the
public will be "friendly, courteous, and
efficient, as well as speedy and reliable.
''Good service is a far brOader concept
than just fast mail handling, as important




Monday, Oct. 6, is the last day people ;71
Calloway County may register to vote in
the general election this fall.
Marvin Harris, county court clerk, said
his office on the first floor of the cour-.,
thouse is open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Thursday aqg jrom 8
lbw. to 6 p.m. on Friday to handle' voter
registration until the deadline.
About 12,000 people in the county are
now properly registered to vote in the
election Nov. 4, according to Harris.
He 'described voter registration as "a
very simple process that takes only four to
five minutes." Registrants should bring
their Social Security card, he added,
because that number will serve as their
voter registration number. People who
have never been issued a Social Security
card may also register.
To be eligible to register, a citizen must
by election day be at least 18 years of age
and have resided in his precinct 30 days.
VW/
Kevin Penick Sarah Ross Mark .Hoin ra
Local Seniors Named
'Commended Students'
Two Murray High School seniors, Sarah
Ross and Mark Homra, and one Calloway
County High School senior, Kevin Penick,
have been named Commended Students in
the Merit Program by the National Merit
Scholarship Corporation, according to
information received by Murray Principal
Eli Alexander and Calloway Principal Ron
McAlister:
These students are among 35,000
Commended students named nationwide
on the basis of their high performance on
the 1974 Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude
Test-National Merit Scholarship
Qualifying lest. They represent less than
two percent of those who are exiSected to
graduate from Nth school in 1976.
EdwartC. Smith, president of NMSC, -
set& high otariging of Commended
students in theMt rWogram shows their
great promise and their attainment in this
nationwide competition deserves puhl,
recognition."
To increase their* opportunities f
college, NMSC reports the Commended
Students' names to the regionally a{
'credited United States colleges they self, '
as their first and second choices when the.,
took the test in October, 1974.
Sarah is the daughter Of Mrs. Laicillo
Ross and Mason Ross. She is very actiye
Student Council and is co-sports editoi of
the yearbook.
Mark is the son of Dr. and Mrs. Charles.
Homra. He is active in speech and is ads
editor of the yearbook staff.
Kevin, son of Rev. and Mrs. Leon
Penick, is editor of, the Laker Review.
sergeant-at-arms of the Beta Club
' parliamentarian of the FBLA Chapter,
photographer for the annual staff, and
member of the Student Council.'
"It is also built on employe courtesy, our
responsiveness to the customer's needs,
the sympathy and understanding we bring
to our own expectations of what good
postal service is all about."
Murray Postmaster Lester Nanny urged
customers in the Murray area to bring
their inquiries and complaints to the at-
tention of postal managers. And if people
feel their problems have not been properly
handled, the Postmaster said they should
see him personally.
To make it easier for a customer to
make a suggestion or complaint about
postal service, the new consumer service
card will be available from letter carriers
and at the post office.
According to Postmaster Nanny, the
card is two postal cards with carbon paper
between them. "One copy goes to Postal
44. iService Headquarters in Washington for
• rcataloging and analysis, the other eopy
I goes to me or a station superintendent so
work can begin on the problem. The cards
will help manageraent spot problem areas Reviewing fees were ordered refunded
and trends and take corrective action if7-to two persons requesting zoning changes
necessary." on South 12th Street, until more study is
The Consumer Service Program was
tested earlier this year in Illinois,
Massachusetts, Arizona and Rhode Island.
Postal customers in the test found the
e.ards easy to complete and most com-
plaints were resolved to the customer's.
satisfaction.
The card should take no more than two
minutes to fill out. The postmaster also
said he and his staff are willing to discuss
any problem, including lack of courtesy,
irregularities in deliveries and collection,




OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) — Texas Gas
Transmission will ask the Federal Power
Commission Wednesday for a $64 million
rate increase, a company official has in-
dicated.
A Texas Gas official who asked not to be
named confirmed the $64 million amount,
whict. was mentioned by officials of
Western Kentucky Gas, the Owensboro
Messenger-Inquirer said.
Texas Gas, which supplies natural gas
for distribution by Western Kentucky Gas
and Louisville Gas & Electric, has used the
$64 million figure in discussing the
proposed increase with Western Kentucky
Gas officials.
John R. Blewer, vice president in charge
of public relations for Texas Gas, said the
amount of the requested increase will be
officially announced when the application
it filed with the Federal Power Com-
mission.
Tom Brady, vice president of
engineering at Western Kentucky Gas,
said if a Texas Gas rate increase of $64
million were granted, Western Kentucky
would pay $3.5 million to $3.6 million ilnore
a year for natural gas.
Brady said that would mean an increase
of about $16 a year for an average residen-
tial customer of his company.
The increase probably will not take ef-
fect until April 1976, Since the FPC has
authority to suspend rate increases forsixr,,
months while it holds hearings. After thato
Texas Gas can begin charging the highet
rate, subject to refunds if the full increase'
is.not granted.
Texas Gas filed for a $28 million increase
last October and began collecting it last
April. The FPC still has not ruled on that
increase, which resulted in a rise in 1,GASEE
gas bills of about $4.50 a year for residen-
tial customers. 4
dmeeitiiiat
"We want you to come to us with your
problems," concluded Postmaster Nanny.
"The whole point of this service program
is to bring your problems and gripes into





The Murray Planning Commission held
a work session Monday night to discuss the
zoning situation on 12th Street here, ac-
cording to City Planner Dan Grimes.
No decisions were made, but the com-
mission will discuss the rri.V.er more at its
next regular meeting, and another work
session is planned two weeks after that
made into the issue.
There were some suggestions made by
persons attending the session, including
one to rezone the length of 12th Street to
allow for professional offices, however no
decisions were reached.
Because of legal technicalities, the
-commission will have to review again
zoning change requests in the Northwood
Subdivision. The commission had voted at
its last meeting to recommend to the
Murray, City Council changing the
property. to R-4 and B-2, residential and
business, property in the subdivision.
More study will be required before a










Deaths & Funerals 12
livery. Members from both sides of the
aisle used the debate to cite numerous con-
stituent complaints about slow deliveries
and rising stamp prices.
The vote was on an amendment to a
wide-ranging Postal Service bill. After
losing on the amendment, supporters of
the original bill withdrew it from im-
mediate action in an attempt to regroup
their forces. The amendment could be
dropped in a later vote, which the bills
sponsors said they will probably seek next
week.
The key vote came on a section of the bill
that would have changed the formula for
calculating the amount that the federal
treasury pays to supplement the service's
own revenues. Its effect would have-been
to raise the present subsidy of about $900
million to $2.6 billion.
The House instead adopted the amend-
ment to Cut the service's financial in-
dependen8e. It was offered by Rep. Bill
Alexander, 1)-Ark., who said, "Maybe
Congress can't run the post office, but it
can't do any worse than the Postal Service
is doing.... The record is replete with
overruns, mismanagement — the classic
overtones of government mis-
management."
Rep. Wayne L. Hayes, 1)-Ohio, claimed,
''The Pony Express was better than this."
Opponents of the Alexander amendment
charged it overturned the Postal
Reorganization Act of 1970, which abolish-
ed the old Post Office Department in favor




While the farmers are harvesting their
crops and the hunters are busy enjoying
the hunting seasons, the Kentucky
Division of Forestry is busy preparing for
the fall fire season which begins Wed-
nesday, October 1, and continues through
Monday, December 15.
During this period it is unlawful,to burn
except between the hours of 430 p. m. and
12:00 midnight. Even when burning at this
time, precautions should be taken to keep
the fire from getting out.
"The person doing the burning, by law,
has to stay "th the fire until it is dead out.
The law states ;bet the fire has to be
out by 12:00 mi. ht," said "Took"
Albert Wilson, Callo County Fire
Ranger.
The reasons fires can be se • uring the
430-12:00 period of time is the
wind usually is quieter and the light y
fuel has began picking up moisture, Wilso
said.
If you have to burn, please burn during
the 4:30 p. m. - 12:00 midnight time period
and then only when the wind is down.
If the fire gets out of control, call Wilson,
at 436-2152, or the Kentucky Division of
Forestry Office at Mayfield, 247-3913.
FFA 4CRAND CHAMPION—Barry Newsome of Farmington had the crand
Champion in the FIA Cattle Show held here this week. The grand champ










Esther Sunday School Class of
First Baptist Church will meet
at the home of-Mrs. Thomas
Hogancamp at 7:30 p. m.
Ellis Center will open at ten a.
m. for Senior Citizens. Band
practice will be at 12:30 p. m.
• and "Learning to Square
Dance" at 1:45 p. m.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven p.
m.
First United Methodist
Church Women will hold its
general meeting at Hale Chapel
at 7:30 p. m.
Wednesday, October 1
Bridge will be at the Oaks
Country Club at 9:30 a.rn. with
Jean West as hostess.
Lynn Grove Senior Citizens
will meet at the home of Jan
Maddox at one p.m. and then go
by mini-bus to the home of Mrs.
Fred Gingles.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at the City Hall, Hazel, at
one p.m!
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at 1:30
p.m.
Spring Creek 'Baptist Young
Women will meet at seven p.m.
at the church.
_ — -
Nature's Palette Garden Club
will meet at the Ellis Com-
munity Center at 1:30 p.m.
Flint Baptist Women and
Baptist Young Women, along
with other mission
organizations, will meet at
seven p.m. at the church.
Cherry Corner Baptist
Women, Baptist Young Women,
and Acteens will meet at the
church at seven p.m.
Thursday, October 2
Garden Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at ten a.m. for a field trip
at Land Between the Lakes. t
Kirksey Baptist Church
Women will meet at seven p.m.
at the church.
Women of Moose will meet at
the lodge hall at eight p.m.
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees will meet at
the library at seven p.m. ,
Senior Citizens Arts and
Crafts group will meet at ten
a.m. at St. John's Center, 1620
West Main Street. I.es.son on
Copper Tooling will be at six
p.m.
Ellis Center will open at 10:15
a.m. for senior citizens with
table games at one p.m.
Friday, October 3
Golden Age Club will have a
picnic at Paris Landing State
Park.
Shopping for Dexter Senior
Citizens to Murray will be 930
a.m. and for Murray Senior
Citizens to Roses and downtown
Murray at 12:30 p.m.
Saturday, October 4
Homecoming dance will be
held at Murray Country Club at
nine p.m. with Mr. and Mrs.
Don Burke as chairmen.
Annual Darnall reunion will
be at the home of Harold
Sutherland near Darnall
Cemetery near South Marshall
School with a basket lunch to be
served at noon.
Mr. 8 Mrs. Byrd
Visit Relatives
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Byrd of
Apache Junction, Arizona, were
the guests of his sister, Mrs. W.
Harmon Ross and Mr. Ross, at
their home from Sunday,
September 14, through Wed-
nesday, September 17.
Other guests for dinner on
Sunday were William Byrd and
Airy Elizabeth of pOucah;
Mr. and Mrs. Williard
(Elizabeth) Haynes, Mr. and
Mrs. James Byrd and Glen, Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Byrd, Linia,
Elaine, and Judy, Fulton; Mrs.
Ftachelle Howell, Cayce; Mr.
and Mrs. Turney (Esther)
Davie, Hickman; Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Byrd and •Kevin,
Verona, Ill.; Mrs. Gary Pat-
terson, ShepherdsvillotWir and-
Mrs. Hershall Brown, Clinton;
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Ray
Roberts, LaDonne, Mark Allen,
and Eric, Murray; Mr. and





Mrs. James Dixon was
hostess for the September
meeting of the Harris Grove
Homemakers Club with Mrs.
Carmon D'Angelo presiding.
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Margaret Taylor. Mrs.
Howard Wendt read the
minutes, called the roll, and
gave the treasurer's report.
Landscape notes were by,
Clifton Jones, and clothing
notes were given by Mrs. James
Dixon and Mrs. Eugene Nance.
Mrs. Crawford Armstrong gave
the notes on issues and con-
cerns.
Mrs. Alfred Taylor presented
the lesson on "Indoor Land-
scaping,"
The next meeting will be held
October 8 at one p. m. at the
home of Mrs. Jack Cavenaugh.
73ezeionala.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Dwight Watson of Murray
Route Two was dismissed







Phone 753-3880 Crir 
Special Celebration
For 50th Anniversary
Held At Club House
Mt. and Mrs. Nolen Mason Atkins
The , golden 'wedding an- sang "Try To Remember A
niversary of Lucille and Nolen time In September."
Mason Atkins was celebrated Margaret Ruth and Charlie
September 13, 1975 at the Elder provided a humorous
Murray Woman's Club House. pantomine to the music of Dolly
:alley were married September !arlo_ri and Porter 'Waggoner_.
13;-1915 in Pa1'is,-Ten21.7-by=7=-EViitreyaAcr Gay Lehinati
Justice of the Peace W. P. Irvin. sang a much altered version of
Beatrice McDougal and Coil , "Silver Threads Among The
Phillips were their attendants. Gold". The immediate family,
Mrs. Atkins was the former consisting of Jim, Cynthia and
Lucille Outland. Aimee Symington,. Eva Grey
A hoe-down supper was given and Gay Lehman, sang
by their daughter and son-in- 'Their'; version of "Put
law, Eva Grey and Gaylord On Your Old Gray Bonnett".
Lehman and their grand- While others were enjoying
daughter, grandson-in-law and the festivities, Lorene Falwell,
great granddaughter, Cynthia, Eva Hale, Patsy Hale, June
Jim and Alimee Symington, all Young, Clara Jean Paschall,
of Birmingham, Mich. Freda and Rita Dawson helped
The couple-rode to the Club with refills of food, assisted by
House in a 1929 Ford Model A C.D. Vinson, Jr. and Ansel
driven by the Dalton Noels.
They were welcomed there to
the Strings of "Put On Your Old
Gay Bortnett" being sung by
friends and relatives lining the
walk outside the club house.
John Sy mingtortrof-Royal ,
Mich., was the director of
singing and the Master of
Cermonies for the party which
followed later.
While receiving ap-
proximately 200 persons, Nolen
and Lucille were surprised by
the presence of old friends,
Helen and Edgar Hicks from
North Miami Beach, Fla., Dale
and Evelyn Phillips _from
Lexington, and cousins from
Paducah were the Ralph
Mathis, the Alfred Bradfords,
the J. D. Bradfords, the Edward
Lindseys, the George Brims
and Zelma Cathey. Carmen and
Desiree Outland were also there
from Paducah. Representing
the State of Tennessee were
Robbie and Elna Ray Buckley,
Edith Story and the W. T. Myers
Family who later entertained
with Blue Grass Music.
A buffet ,supper of ham, potato
salad, baked beans, green
beans, relishes and molded
salads was served while old and
new friends reminisced to the
dinner music of the Gay 20's and
30's .,played by Mark Alan
Vinson at the piano. Rev. e. C.
Brasher gave the invocation.
Margaret RuthElder, a niece
of the anniversary couple,
provided the piano ac-
companiment for the special
numbers following the supper.
These included Eddie Mae
Outland, violinist, and Jim
Symington on the viola.
Margaret Ruth also played and
Griffin.
Norma Jean Wolfgang, 'a
niece of Nolen and Lucille,
came with tigr family from Ft.
Campbell, to preside at the
coffee' table.
1 East Celoisfy Hammier)/ Patent- Teacher th &ids Steer Meat
The Parent-Teacher Club of
East Calloway Elementary
School held its first meeting of
the school year with a potluck
supper in the school cafeteria on
Tuesday, September 16, at
seven p.m. with Jerry (Red)
Overby, president, presiding.
Thomas Jones, an eighth
grade student, read from the
scriptures, followed by prayer
led by Joe Dyer, Calloway
County School board member.
Billy Joe Stubblefield, another
school board member, was also
present.
Mrs. Janice McCuiston,
secretary, read the minutes,
and Jim Jones, treasurer, gave
the treasurer's report.
Three teachers at East
recently named as Outstanding
Elementary Teachers of
America and in competition for
one of the five national out-
standing Elementary Teacher
of the Year award were
recognized and introduced.
They are Betty Cassity, first
grade, Lorene McCag, third





aspects of the overnight trip the
eighth graders would soon be
making to the Environmental
Education Center in the Land
Between the Lakes. Since this is
the first time Calloway County
school students will be making
-Certye Evans ancir
Frances Butterworth, opened
and recorded gifts at the gift
table.
Beatrice McDougal Owen, an
attendant at the wedding fifty
years ago, presided at the
punch bowl, while Vivian Hale
and Dorothy McNabb greeted
the guests at the register table.
Betty 'Symington of Royal
Oak, Mich., served the
beautifully decorated cake
table. She was assisted by
Aimee Symington, Elise and
Jan Elder and Karen Lewis.
Also assisting in the en-
tertaining were Arie Outland
an overnight trip, Mr. Contri
assured parents of the
safeguards made for the




A new eighth grade teacher at
East, W. T. Patterson, was
introduced by Mr. Overby. He
formerly taught at Faxon and
Calloway County High School.
During the business session
the club members voted to
make final payment for the
playground and gym equipment
ordered at the end of last school
year. Mrs. Marjorie Wagoner
suggested the club continue to
encourage $10 donations from
those parents who had not the
opportunity before and this was
agreed on by the members.
Mrs. Wagoner explained that
many parents p•efer to make a
donation in lieu of money
making prolects involving time,
and transportation.
Committees
Gary Wicker, chairman of the
sign committee, gave a report.
The PTC voted to pay for the
erection of a sign for the school.
Other members on the com-
mittee are Mrs. Gary Wicker,
Mr. and Mrs. Keys McCuiston,
arid Mr. and Mrs. Bobby D.
Osborn.
A committee to finalize plans
for the Turkey Shoot was ap-




P4S. Wally Montgomery of
Paducah ,was installed as
president of the Auxiliary to the
Kentucky Medical Association
at the State Convention last
week in Louisville.
Mrs. Montgomery is the wife
of a general surgeon, Dr. Wally
0. Montgomery, and the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Biggs of Paducah. The
Montgomerys have three
children.
At the convention in
Louisville, she was honored by
the local medical auxiliaries of
Calloway, Marshall and
McCracken counties with gifts.
She was presented a Duchess of
Paducah award from May
Dolly McNutt.
From the Purchasei area
serving on the State Board are:
Mrs John D. Noonan,
corresponding secretary,
Paducah; Mrs. Edwin Davis,
chairman of finance and
Doctors' Day, Paducah; Mrs.






Mrs. Charles Bohle. legislation
committee, Paducah, and Mrs.
Donald Hughes, district
councelor, Murray.
Also serving on the 80-
and Betty Vinson of Murray and ,rmember State Board are the
county presidents of Calloway,Dottie Bairstow of Bloomfield
Hills, Michigan. Mrs. Gary Marquardt; Graves,
Mrs. Charles Howard;' The party came a close - Marshall Mrs W E Gordonwith an old time sing-a-long.
Nolen and Lucille received
many lovely gifts including a
new color TV which waS pur-
chased with money received
from friends and relatives.
They are making plans now to




The Murray Alum Chapter of
Alpha 'Sigma Alpha held its first
monthly meeting of the year
with a dinner at Pagilai's
followed by a business meeting
at the home of Donna Jones.
Fifteen members from the
West Kentucky area were
present.
Plans were made for the
coming year and officers were










Any alums in the area in-/
terested in participating in
chapter activities please con-
tact Debbie Bell, 403 So, 10th
Street, Murray.
FATS NEEDED
• Even people who are tyring
lose weight need sonTe fits in
'their meals, Fats are very
tasty. They improye food
flavor. Fat in meat, for
ekample: also hetm- mm4•,tend 
er. Si don't fear fats. Just
eat a ,variety of different fats
and don't let them run your
calories intake too high.
J,
and McCracken, Mrs. Charles
Morehead.
the Auxiliary to the
Kentucky Medical Association
has a membership of 1,452 with
22 component auxiliaries. The
main objective of the
organization is to assist through
its programs and projects in
advancing edical and health
education if the communities
and state.
During--the-- -convention.
important changes were made ,
including a change of name in
keeping with the policy of
fought like an army
and lived like a legend.
11













accepting both husbands an;
wives of physicians a'
membert. Spouses at medical
students, interns and residents
were voted to be taken in as
junior members. The dues were
increased to meet the current




Howard Hill, and Gerald
Cohoon.
Members named to the
finance committee are Ernie
Edmondson, Paul Wayne
Gagrison, David Kingins, and
Gary Wicker.
Health Committee members
named are Mrs. Frances Ross,
chairman, Mrs. June Curd,
Mrs. 'Wanda Osborn, Mrs.
Frances Garrison, Mrs. Diane
Barnett, Mrs. Karen Housden,
Mrs. Kathy Allen, Mrs. Debbie
Kingins, and Mrs. Gale Root.
Jim Jones was named as
chairman of the refreshment
committee. Homeroom mothers
will help Mr. Jones and their
names will be published at a
later date.
Ike Grogan reported on the
success of the East Summer
Ball program. He said ap-
Proximately, _seye_nly-two
children participated and
eighteen coaches managed the
team. A great deal of work and
time was given by many per-
sons and Grogan commended
all who helped make the
program work. Bobby Allen.
principal, especially com-
mended Howard Hill for his
work on the ball fields this
summer.
The PTC voted to pay for the
dirt bought to level the ball
fields since all the school
children would be using them
during the entire year. It was
pointed out that Roy Lee had
contributed his heavy equip-
ment to do this work at no
charge.
Trophy Case
The building of a trophy case
was discussed and Ike Grogan
and Kenneth Geurin were
assigned to this task after the
PTC voted to do the case.
The need for track facilities
was discussed and named to
this committee were Don
Overbey, Toy Barnett, John
Mark Hill, David Kingins,
Bobby Meador, Billy Walker,
Paul Wayne Garrison, and
Howard Hill.
Mrs. Wagoner, membership
chairman, announced that dues
for the school year could be paid
after the meeting. She also
made an appgal for Girl Scout
leaders and said these in-
terested should contact her or
Mrs. James Byrn, county
leader.
Other dates announced were
October 24 for the Fall
Festival and December 18 in-
stead of December 11 for that
month's meeting.
It was announced that ladies
interested in an evening
exercise class should contact
Mrs. Libby Conley for in-
formation.
The meeting closed with the
group repeating The 'Lord's
Prayer together.
The next FTC meeting will be
Tuesday, October 17, at seven
p.m. at the school. All parents












FROM 5.00 P.M. EACH EVENING - NOON ON SUNDAY
--Supper at Jerry'c. tesmote than meat and potatoes ... its a Whole meal.
One Price Buys
Appetizer
/our choke from an assortment of soups. salads
or juices to start .ViitTmeal just right:
Entree
You choose from a selection of four different
main dishes every night.
Two Vegetables
N (ill pick any two healthy garden vegetables from
the big choice on each night's Menu.
SUPPER IS SUPER
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. Christian Women's Fellowship
Hears Vocal Ensemble
The Christian Women's
Fellowship of the First
Christian Church met for the
first meeting of the fall in the
library of the church on
Tuesday, September 23, at 6:30
p.m.
Following a salad supper
provided by the ladies the
church, the group enjoyed a
musical program presented by
a group from the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
With Mrs. Jane Prince as
director-pianist, the music
group included Mesdames Kay
Ray, Kathy Burchfield, Bar-
bare Brandon, Mary Beth Hays,
Ann Hoke, Barbara Simons,
Hellon Carlin, Margery Shown,
and Anna Faye Taylor.
Their selections included
"Holy, Holy, Holy," "How
Lovely Are They Dwellings,"
"Jesus Walked This Lonesome
Valley," "I'm Gonna Sing"
(Spiritual), "Vive In Cookery
Maid," "Look to the Rainbow,"
"Hooray For Love," "Pigtail,"
"Trolley Song," and "America
the Beautiful."
After the program, a routine
business session was conducted
with Mrs. Walter Apperson,
president, presiding.
Worldwide Homemakers Club
Holds Meeting With Mrs. Bucy
Mrs. Marsha Buoy opened her
home for the meeting of the
Worldwide Homemakers Club
held September 11.
The president, Mrs. Bucy,
presided with Mrs. Shelia Cain
reading the devotion and Mrs.
Elizabeth Smith giving the
secretary's reports. The group
discussed fund raising ideas,
area day at Murray State, Sew-
A-Thon at Paducah on October
10, and community projects.
Mrs. Irene Tucker was named
chairman of the club scrapbook
project and Mrs. Shelia Cain,
Mrs. Shirley Hughes, and Mrs.
Marsha Bury were named to
the telephone committee.
An interesting lesson on
"Indoor Landscaping" was
 - presented by Mrs. Beverly
Shelton 1who had several ar-
ticles and helpful ideas for
healthier and prettier plants.
Mrs. Elizabeth Smith gave
the craft lesson on "Macrame"
showing how to make the ropes
for hanging plants.
Officers are Marsha Bucy,




reporter; Shelia Cain, devotion;
Cilia Shelton, recreation; Irene
Tucker, scrapbook.
Attending the meeting were
Marsha Bucy, Elizabeth Smith,
Shelia Cain, Paula Morton,
Sherry Mohler, Irene Tucker,
..Beverly Shelton, and Shirley
Hughes, members, and Reeree





TV Buff Tired of
Tube Boobs
By Abigail Van Buren
0 91S by Chocaqo YOkurne-P1 Y News Synyl
DEAR ABBY: Why are people ashamed to admit that
they watch television?
I have friends who say, "I NEVER watch television, but
I just happened to catch 'All In The Family' last Monday
evening, and..."
That kind of snobbery irks me to no end. What's with
these phonies. anyway?
ENJOYS TV
DEAR ENJOYS: Most people would like to appear to be
more intellectual than they really are, and since they regard
watching TV as something less than an intellectual pursuit,
they're reluctant to admit that they're constant viewers.
It's the same kind of insecurity that causes people to say
they read the book when they only saw the movie.
DEAR ABBY: With all the important problems you get,
mine will probably sound like nothik but I sure need some
advice.
I am married to a stubborn, hotLtempered man who has a
terrible foot odor. His feet perspire, and he won't change his
shoes and socks orhathe his feet when he comes home. He
leaves his shoes on right up until it's time to go to bed, then
he takes them off and leaves them in the bedroom. This
smells up the whole bedroom like you wouldn't believe. It
sure repels me from any romantic ideas I might have.
I have bOught him foot deodorant and anti-fungicide
sprays, whip he used a few times reluctantly, but it didn't
help much.
I can't sleep anywhgre else because I have a bad back and
have to sleep on an extra firm mattress that is in the
bedroom we share. What do 1 do now?
ASPHYXIATED IN SAN CARLOS
DEAR AS: Move the extra firm mattress to another
room and pleasant dreams.
-
DEAR ABBY: I am a clergyman, 'and as such, I perform
- many marriage ceremonies.
My pet peeve is the well-meaning shutterbug who insists
on flashing his camera during the wedding service.
One such photographer actually kept crawling around on
the altar, adjusting the bride's veil and the groom's coat. He
even asked me to please "lean in" a little more toward the
couple. And all this while I was perfotroing the-ceremony!
Please put something in your column to discourage this
type of thing.
DISTRACTED PASTOR
DEAR DISTRACTED: Seems to me that a pastor
performing a marriage is, or should be, in command. He
should lay down conditions for photography, and if the
client couple dislikes the conditions, let 'em hunt up anothei
pastor.
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send SI to Abigail Van Buren. 132 Lasky Dr , Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212 Please enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped
(20e) envelope
We're getting settled in our new
home...










now stimulate your endeavors
and your aspirations for future
attainment. This is no time to
resron past laurels. Put forth
best efforts.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) /Cr
An old financial problem can
be solved now, so devote day to
this task. Then, with:, clearer
mind, you can go on to new
interests, renewed vigor for
current undertakings.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Planetary restrictions lift
now and you can safely con-
clude negotiations, agreements
of any kind. Romance and
creative interests also favored.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) ')((
Place your confidence in hard
facts rather than -feelings"
and, in discussions with others,
don't be overly imaginative.
You, could read too much into
their words.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
„vibrant, warm personality, art
gregarious by nature and ek-
trernely artistic in all that you
-.do. You also have excellent
judgment and your sense of
balance as symbolized by the
scales in your Sign) wbuld make
you an eminent member of the
judiciary. You could excel in
any of the arts and are highly
innovative in your methods.
Many statesmen, adventurers,
musicians, writers, specialists
in medicine ( particularly
researchers) and inventors of
the unique were born under
Libra. You can give a novel
twist to an old idea and make it
freshly interesting. Birthdate
of: Vladimir Horowitz, world




Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) glek4
Planets indicate some com-
plications not easily unravelled.
Yet, by diligent process, you
will be able to rack up more
than just fair results.
TAURUS
t Apr. 21 to May 21) tiCi?
While there is little to prevent
you from carrying on as
planned, as you must, there are
unexpected events and details
that may crop up, so be ready.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 114*
Wait and watch before you
undertake new ventures, but do
not hesitate where real ad-
vantages abound. A somewhat
mild day, but tricky in spots.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) eo
Be alert for a business op-
portilnity that may help to in-
crease your 'resources. Not a
good day for travel, however.
Best stick to the home front.
LEO
(July 24 trilittg,-23) 44,1
Keep your plans to yourself
now. If revealed, you are sure to
face interference and ob-
jections. Be especially secretive.;
about any ideas you have
regarding finances.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)__ 1/911.
Be sure of the
statements and decisions.
Recognize a bright idea — yours
or another's — and put into
action whichever seems most
likely to succeed.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) AEI
A good friend may help you to
advance a pet project now.
Your own ideas, too, should be
highly imaginative — and
feasible, as well.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV
Stellar influences somewhat
mixed. In all situations, rely
upon knowledge intelligently
sought, and upon good advice.
Do not depend solely on your
own ideas.
SAGITTARIUS
)Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
SOUR
CREAM
Sour cream is a conyeriience
food ready for use as a topping
on pies, puddings, fruit.
desserts, or baked potatoes, or
it can be floated on split pea or
tomato soup, or. mixed with
cooked_ vegetables. Used,. in
salads, it has half the calories of
regular dressings and only one-





Miss Vicki Spann, granddaughter of Mrs. Louise Carroll of
Murray, has announced her forthcoming marriage to Randy
Dodd, son of Mrs. Joel Ann Whitlock of Ridgley, Tenn.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, November 15, at
four p.m. in Martin, Tenn., at the home of the groom-elect's uncle,
Thomas Dodd, who will serve as best, man._ Mrs. Nannette
Durham of Murray will serve as the matron of honor for the bride-
elect.




Kappa Department Has Dinner
Club House; Hears Music Group
The Kappa department of the
Murray Woman's Club began
the year with a potluck dinner
on Tuesday, September 9, at the
clubhouse. Entertainment was
provided by the Music depart-
ment ensemble.
Mrs. Bob Billington, second
Vice-president of the general
club; reported on the plans for
the First District meeting to be
held in Murray en October 22.
She also told the Kappa
members about the work being
done to the club house.
Reports were also given by
Martha Shirley, projects
chairman, and Patsy Oakley,
Sunshine chairman.'
Plans for the Kappa Haunted
House, to be held October 28, 29,
and 30 at the Murray-Calloway
Co. Fairgrounds were discussed
by Betty Hassell, Rue Mc-
Cutcheon, and Geneva Giles,
Haunted House Co-chairmen.
Officers for the 1975-76 year
/are Penny Warren,- chairman', -
Mary Jo Bartholomy, vice-
president; Andrea Hogancarnp,
secretary; and Beverly Spann,
treasurer.
Hostesses for the meeting
were Beryl Whaley, Marilyn
Atkins, Janet Hendon, Eileen
LaPosa, Pam Kelly, Judy
Grogan, Patsy Miller, Jean
Hurt, and Sue McC,oart.
CHEATHAM BOY
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Cheatham
announce the birth of a baby
boy, Jarod Donald, weighing
eight pounds two ounces, born
on Monday, September 15, at
6:45 p.m. at a Junction City,
Kansas, hospital.
Mrs. Cheatham is the former
Patricia Reed of Murray.
Grandparents are Mrs. Betty
Reed of Murray and the late
Billy Reed-,- and Mr. and Mrs.
Duke Fountain of California.
',great grandparents are Mr.
...And Mrs. Roy Ellison, Murray,
Mrs. Effie Dunn, Mayfield, Mr.
and Mrs. Neval Reed, Lynn-





The Creative Arts Depart-
ment of the Murray Woman's
Club met Monday, September
72, at the Clubhouse for the first
meetfing of the club year.
Mrs. Dee Ann Umar,
chairmain, presided over the
business meeting at which time
committee reports were heard
and plans for the annual
Creative Arts Bazaar were
made.
Members elected to donate
MOO to the Comprehensive Care
Center of the Murray-Calloway
County Mental Health Service
to be used as needed.
Mrs. Donna Story presented a
deligntful and informative
program On Sand Casting
Candles. She showed a variety
of candles designed and made
by her and instructed the
members in this craft. Most
persons participated in making
candles under the direction of
Mrs. Story.
The written language with
the longest continuous history
is Chinese, the orthography of
which has survived from c. 1400
B.C. so that some 2,000 shell-
and-bone characters i jiagu
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-Cola's
-Pak.
Six 32-ounce resealable/returnable bottles that
give you big ounce for ounce savings.
•(%
f".°111
The 6 Quart 6 Pak
Pepsi Cola's biggest carton
gives you Pepsi-Cola's biggest
savings Six 32 ounce bottles
of great tasting Pepsi Cola at
remarkable ounce for ounce
savings Six returnable quarts
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carton that give you the sav-
ings only quantity buying can.
And the carry•back carton is
the perfect way to return your
empties for a refund Envoy the
double value of the 6-Quart
6-Pak the quality taste of
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Land Use Planning
Measure Is Pre-Filed
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)-A bill aimed
at preserving the quality of life in Ken-
tucky and providing for ,orderly develop-
ment has been pre-filed for the 1976
General Assembly.
The interim committee on counties and
special districts pre-filed the bill Wed-
nesday with the recommendation that it
pass. •
State Sen. John Lackey, 1)-Richmond,
sponsor of the measure, said it is designed
to make local government units respon-
sible for land use planning. He said he
drafted the bill because he felt that "in 10
years my little daughter isn't going to
know what the Bluegrass is all about."
"I'd like-to get us thinking- and
moving-in the direction (of land use plan-
ning ),". 4Lackey said. "It's something
people need to think about or we won't
have any Bluegrass."
He cited results on lack of planning that
he has observed in his own district, in-
cluding "hopscotch subdivisions" where
raw sewage runs down the streets; a land-
fill on a road so narrow dump trucks are
.running school buses off the highway;
sewage from a shopping center that has
killed one man's sheep, another's cattle.
The bill would create a seven-member
state land conservation and development
commission, to establish statewide plan-
ning goals consistent with reiional, county
and ritY-ecitiCit-tiS.*-
The goals would be adopted by July 7,
1977, following a series of 10 public
hearings throughout the state.
The legislation would also requite fiscal
courts to appoint a local planning unit in
each county, which would have a year
from the adoptionof state guidelines to
prepare or revise local plans to conform to
state planning goals.
The bill sets out these goals for com-
prehensive physical planning:
-To diversify and improve the economy
of the state.
-To conserve prime farm lands for the
production of crops.
-To provide for an orderly and effici4nt
transition from rural to urban land use:
-To protect life and property in areas
subject to flood, landslides and other
natural disasters.
-s-To pro;ride and encourage a safe, con-
venient and -economic transportation
system, including all forms of trans-
portation.
-To develop a timely, orderly and ef-
ficient arrangement of public facilities and
services to serve as a framework for urban
and rural development.
-To provide for the recreational needs
of Kentuckians and visitors.
-To preserve the quality of air, water
and land resources of the state.
-To conserve open space and protect
natural and scenic resources.
-To insure that the deveopment of
properties within the state is in keeping
with the character and physical limita-
tions of the land.
Certain projects deemed of statewide
significance could not be undertaken
without a permit from the new com-
mission. Those would include planning for
public transportation•- facilities; water
supply and sewage systems; waste
Fraiinaoierowartaamissolentee,
The Murray Ledger & Times
R. Gene McCuteneon, editor
Editoruds and opinionated articles on this page am promoted for
the purpose of providing a (onal) for Use tree name el differing
opinions. Letters to the editor in response to editorials and
opinionated articles are eacouraged
The editors of this strongly believe that to limit
opinionated alitielee to aft th. which parraUel the editorial
philosophy a this anrapaper weal be a disservice to our readers,
therefore we urge mews sae es not agree with an editorial stand or
the ideas prenatal Was Inlinioal enter in a column, to respond
with their teeliap ea the particular issue being discussed
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disposal sites, and energy conservation
and transmission facilities.
Projects in areas of critical state con-
cern would also require a permit.
The commission would be required to
give priority consideration to areas such
as agricultural land; lands adjacent to
freeway interchanges; marsh and wetland
areas; lakes and lakeshore areas; wilder-
ness, recreational and outstanding scenic
areas wild and scenic rivers and related
lands; flood plains and areas of gologic
hazard, and unique wildlife habitats.
The bill would also restrain the com-
mission from adopting any goal or
guideline which interfers with customary
production and harvesting of agricultural
crops or the production of livestock.
Lackey told the committee the provision
was intended to assure landowners,
especially farmers, that they would be
allowed to continue existing uses of their
land.
Responsibility for land use planning
rests with local government, but the bill
specifies that the commission will prepare
a land use plan for any county which does
not prepare its own plan within the given
time.
The commission may initiate lawsuits to
stop any development that violates any
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Isn't It The Truth
A hundred years ago, it was the votes of
the unwashed millions that elected our
governments. Now, it is the washed,
ironed, dry-cleaned and drip-dried who





-The Living Jungle,- the first of five
free Audubon Wildlife films, will be
presented by Greg McMillan at 7 p.m, in
the University School Auditorium.
October 3
MSU vs Kentucky Wesleyan Women's
Tennis Tournament will be held on the
Murray Courts.
The Homecoming Golf "Flag Tour-
nament" will be held at Oaks Country
Club. The entry fee is $5.00 and those
wishing to participate or play in specific
foursemes should contact Norman Lanet,
762-4150.
The Carlisle Cutchin Recreation
Complex Dedication is scheduled for 5
p.m., followed by a Memorial Dinner at
5:30 p.m. in the Waterfield Student Union
Ballroom. Tickets for the dinner, which is
open to the gublic, may be purchased in
the Alumni Affairs Office for $3.75 per
plate. The deadline for ordering tickets is
September 29.
The traditional Agriculture Alumni
Association Homecoming Eve Barbeque
Dirfner will be held at the A. Carman
Pavilion on University Farm at 7 p.m.
October 4
Homecoming football game with
Morehead State is scheduled for 2 p.m. in
Bible ThouItt
- No man can serve two masters:
. . Ye cannot serve God and
,
God or mammon? God -or
greed?' What is your choice?Nho
do ,YOU serve?
Stewart Stadium.
Student Activities Board Homecoming
Dance will be held in the SI413 ballroom,
from 8 p.m. to midnight, and all students
are invited.
October 5
"In Cold Blood," will be presented free
of charge by the Murray Magic Theatre at
7.30 p.m. in the University School
Auditorium
Garrott's Galley
A Crushed Candy Bar Brings
Memories Of San Francisco
By M. C. Garrott
Every now and then I'll get something in
the mail which literally warms the corners
of my heart. Such was the case the other
day when a big, crumpled envelope
reached my desk. It was from San
Francisco. Inside was a crushed candy
bar, a "Blum's Cable Car," from Blum's
Bar.
It was sent to me by an old friend by the
name of Vince Bergman, one of the nicest
fellows you'll ever meet and for many
years a colleague of mine on a seven-
member convention team with Ralston
Purina. Four are still with the company,
including Vince.
We worked behind the scenes in the
company's major dealer and salesman
conventions all over the country-from
writing the scripts and rehearsing the top
brass in their sessions to getting our guests
safely on planes for home. Sometimes we
had as many as 500 couples to greet, en-
tertain, herd around and get back to
selling feed.
San Francisco was one of our favorite
cities. We always were delighted when the
executives selected one of its great hotels
as a convention site.
+++++
Vince was in San Francisco recently and
remembered some of our convention
experiences and antics there-at the
Fairmount, the-Mark Hopkinsind the St.
Francis Hotels. A native of Minnesota with
a Norwegian brogue to match, he for many
years played the part of "Dealer Ben
Content" in our skits demonstrating the
-doit's and don'ts" of selling feed.
"Ben Content" typlified the Purina
dealer who never wanted to change or do
much in the way of work or aggressive
selling. Resistant to change, he was
.,ontent to rock along from day to day the
same as always. The feed business is no
different from any other industry in this
respect. We had our share of "Ben Con-
tents." Vince, however, was great in the
role and was a big favorite of salesmen
and dealers all over the country.
+++++
When we weren't setting up our scores of
props, rehearsing or acting in skits,
conducting sightseeing tours or just plain
straightening chairs in spacious'
ballrooms, we'd get out and see some of
the sights that weren't on the planned tour
itineraries.
We ate in some great restaurants, and
occasionally the others would bend their
elbows at some world-famous bar. I was
always along, not wanting to miss any of
the action, but being a teetotaler, I would
just sit there on the bar stools, eating their
pretzels and popcorn while perhaps sip-
ping a milk shake or a coke.
Blum's was one of the bars we always
managed to make on our San Francisco
jaunts, and that's where Vince was the
other day when he thought of those old
days and ended up buying six of their
famous "Cable Car" chocolate bars to
send to each of us on the crew."
+++++
His accompanying note went like this:
"Have you ever been to Knob Hill in San
Faincisco? And to Bliun's? I know darn
well you have! All of us, particularly, are
aware thlf Morris Garrott (that's me)
has. It was not his favorite bar, because he
didn't have a favorite bar. It wasn't his
favorite place to have a meal because he
liked a meal anywhere.
"It was his favorite place, however, to
order a sundae, a milk shake or to munch
on the pretzels and popcorn. How can we
forget it! During the last few days when we
were on vacation, we saw the candy bars
were still there and couldn't help but think
of the 'crew.'
"Remember Sears, where we could get
those great, dollar-size pancakes' the
restaurant one block from the Mark
Hopkins where we could get breakfast at 6
o'clock in the morning before one of our 18-
hour days; the spot in Dallas where there
was Mexican food that would bring out the
- Today In History
fly The auv-iiiiwl
Today is Tuesday, Sept. 30, the 273rd day
of 1975. There are 92 days left.in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1954, the first atomic-
powred vessel, the submarine,
'Nautilus,' was commissioned by the U.
S. Navy.
On this date:
In 1787, the sailing ship, "Columbia,"
left Boston on the first voyage round the
world by an American ship.
In 1846, ether was used for the first time
as ars anesthetic by a Boston dentist, Dr.
William Morton.
In 1882, the first hydroelectric power
station in the United States was opened at
Appleton, Wiseonsin.
In 1938, at a meeting in Munich, Ger-
many, British and French leaders agreed
to Nazi Germany's "hon'exation-of
Czechoslovakia's Sudetenland.
- In 1946. Int;inteenet-ionel---m-ilitapy
tribunal in Nuermberg, Germany, found 22
top German Nazi leaders guilty of war
crimes, and eleven were sentenced to
death.
In 1971, the United States and the Soviet
Union signed pacts desigr.ed to avoid ac-
cidental nuclear war.
Ten years ago: The Soviet Union came
out strongly on the side of India in that
country's dispute with Pakistan over
Kashmir.
Five years ago: President Richard M.
Nixon became the first American
President to visit Communist Yugoslavia.
One year ago: President Antonio de
Spinola of Portugal resigned and was
replaced by General Francsico da Costa
Gomes.
Today's birthdays: Writer Truman
Capote is 51 yearS old. Actress Deborah
Kerr is 54.
Thought for today: When we rbmember
we are all mad, the mysteries disappear
and life stands eirplained - Mark Twain,
American. humorist, 1835-1910.
Bicentennia4,  footnote: Two hundred
-years-ago-today, the_Continentl Cengreee--
in Philadelphia elected Benjamin
Franklin, Thomas Lynch and Benjamin
Harrison as a committee to confer with
Gen. George Washington in New England.
fire department; or just the plain old, cold,
hotel coffee we had to choke down in the
dealer skits? All of these have been
momentarily recalled as I send this candy
bar to you."
+++++
What a great world this would be if there
were more people in it like Vince
Bergman. He personifies and lives perfect
human relations. For years, he has set
aside a few minutes every day to write a
note of congratulations, sympathy, bir-
thday greeting or to send something like
that candy bar to someone somewhere.
That's why he has more friends than
anyone I know, and it warms my heart to




Some of the big names in sci-
ence have signed a statement
debunking astrology, a branch of
human lore that has been de-
bunked with great regularity for
centuries. This time around, the
186 scientists and the American
Humanist Association are say-
ing that astrology is contributing
to "irrationalism and ob-
scurantism" in human affairs
to such a degree that something
ought to be done about it.
History suggests that belief in
sorceNt, or horoscopes or other
pseudo-Sciences has brought the
world less grief than efforts by
non-believers to suppress such
heresies. What should we do with
our astrologers? Burn them at
the stake? If some people want
to plot their lives according to
the stars, that's their privilege.
And it's a lot easier than trying
to figure out what to do next by




As shoppers, American house-
wives need no reminder of what
inflation means. However, they
got one the other day from the
Social Security Administration,
which reported that the value of
their household work — based on
prevailing wages for domestic
services — has risen from $4,702
in 1972 to $5,500 today.
Some comfort. If the lady of
the house started wondering
three years ago what happened
to the pay for her $4,702 worth of
work, she can now wonder what
happened to her $798 raise.
There's no more steak on the ta-
ble, and she's probably still
mending the same pairs of
socks. If wage and price inflation
isn't licked, one of these days
she'll be in the $10,000 a year
bracket— still trying to make a
meal for her farniAy out of those
leftovers in the refrigerator.
Letter To The Editor
Praises Hubbard
Dear Editor:
We recently had the pleasure of having
Mr. Carroll Hubbard appear before our
quarterly Congressional Forum. We felt
that it was a most beneficial and
enlightening forum, especially since Mr.
Hubbard was very forthright in his
discussion, and in stating his position on
national matters, it left no doubt in our
minds that he is anything but a' man of
honor and integrity.
10 Years Ago
Kentucky Commissioner of Parks
Robert Bell spoke at the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club. He is pictured with
R. L. Ward, Rotary Club president, Phelps
Anderson, manager of Kentucky State
Park, and P. J. Cole, manager of Kenlake
State Park.
The Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association Tuesday passed a
resolution approving the bond issue which
will be on the November ballot  -
Premier attraction of the Murray Civic
„Music series this season will be the
National Ballet of Washington, D. C.
Dr. Frank Kodman spoke at the meeting
of the Alpha Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Delmer ' Brewer, Purdom Lovett, and
Jim Neal had the three top averages in
bowling in the Kentucky Lake League last
week.
It was the concensus of the forum
members that the voters of the First
Congressional District are very fortunate
in having a man of Mr. Hubbard's calibre







The Calloway County ASC Office an-
nounced today that the 1955 support rate
for green and yellow soybeans for every
county in the state of Kentucky will be
$2.03 per bushel on soybeans grading No. 2
or better and containing 13.8 to 14.0 per
cent moisture.
Robert Young, County Tax Com-
missioner, reported today that his office is
making a survey of tax exempt property in
the county. He said the survey was ordered
by the State Tax Assessor's office.
Mrs. Sally Humphreys, age 85, died last
night.
Russell White of the Kentucky Medical
Foundation, Lexington, spoke at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Chesley Beach of Kirksey







(A Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Cossgresetanal Record Daily)
FOOD STAMP FIASCO
CALLED DISGRACE
REP. PHILIP M. CRANE (111.) "...It is
high time the entire food stamp program
was carefully reconsidered...
"The fact is that food stamps are used in
large measure as the Chicago Tribune
notes "to buy status or convience foods
which often provide less nutrition than the
cheaper staples that would have been used
without the food stamp program."...
"I wish to share with my colleagues the
important editorial. "The Food Stamp
Fiasco," as it appeared in the Chicago
Tribune..." ( Excerpts follow):
President Ford had his ears pinned back
last winter when he sought to raise the
price recipients are required to pay for
food stamps, and perhaps his critics were
right. Raising the price to everybody,
including the genuinely needy, was a
clumsy way of calling attention to a
disgrace that demands immediate at-
tention.
With nearly one out of every 11
Americans getting food stamps paid for at
least in part by the taxpayer (in Puerto
Rico, the figure is one out of every two),
the extent of the fiasco is apparent to
almost everybody.
Food stamps were conceived back in the
1930's and revived in 1964 as a double-
barreled program to provide a market for
farm products and "to provide for im-
proved levels of nutrition among
economically needy households. The
program has long outlived its first pur-
Pose-
Food stamps have become a way of We
at most of our colleges, even among
students from wealthy families, and
taxpayers are being forced to support
strikes by paying for food stamps for
strikers.
Sen. George McGovern says that most of
those eligible for food stamps under
present rules are not even getting them; if
they applied, the cost would rise by




A complete review of the welfare system
in California resulted in thousands of "free
loaders" being removed from the welfare,
gratefully, found their checks sub-
stantially increased.
The Federal Food Stamp Fiasco is only
in the "conversation stage" among
congressmen. Some proposals to correct
the food stamp fiasco are in order and the
buck should not be passed to the Health,
Education and Welfare Department.
The Murray Ledger & Times
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Let's Stay Well
An Enzyme Linked To Crib Deaths
Low level of an essential
enzyme may be the key cause of
crib deaths (Sudden Infant
Death Syndrome--S113b).
This disease kills about 10,000
infants a year in the United
States. and the reason Mr the*
deaths in babies that appear
normal has remained a mystery
As long as the cause in unknown,
appropriate preyentive
measures cannot be established.
A study of 97 crib deaths was
made by Dr. Henry Lardy. a
biochemist at the Enzyme In-
stitute of the University of
Wisconsin. In 93 of the victim.s,
the average level of the enzyme
phosphoenolpyruvate carbox-
ykinase (PEPCK) was found to
be about one-seventh of the nor-
mal level In the other four cases,.
the level was borderline.
----Qtagett-irr-s-flotav
-story, Dr. Lardy }- said,
"Statistically there is a very
strong asiinciation between the
low enzyme levels and crib
By F.J.L. Blassingsme, M.D.
death, but we don't know for
sure yet if this defect is causing
the deaths."
PEPCK is one of (our enzymes
in the liver, and the other three
were found to be normal in the
cases studied by Dr Lardy
PEPCK's job is to break down
amino acids after the sugar from
the stomach has been used up
During the day, no problem
arises because the infacts are
usually fed regularly but, at
night, when the blood sugar falls
PEPCK normally works to
maintain an adequate level If
the supply of enzyme is low, the
amino acids are not converted.
The sugar level falls'to danger-
ously low levels, because the
baby cannot make his -own
sugar
The muscles which carry on
respiration are very seasitive-to
g, leek- of Nagar, and- breathing-
becomes shallow and ceasom,
causing death, according to Dr.
Lardy's theory The majority of
crib deaths occur in infants who
have just begun to sleep through
the night.
Perhaps feedings during the
night will serve to prevent crib
deaths by supplying the necem-
ary sugar.
This research has stimulated
other workers to step up their
studies
Q Mr G E wants comments
regarding appropriate use of
salt tablets during hot summer
weather.
A No extra salt (sodium
chloride) is required during hot
weather except when sweating
is profuse. such as in heavy labor
or extended exercise that lasts
several hours Sodium that is lost
can usually be replaced from
food, seasoning and water A
suggested rule of thumb for tak-
--ing-extra salt- sit -as-follows-if yotr----
.• drink four quarts of water per
day to replace fluid lass from ex-
cretion (urine, breath. bowel and
perspiration), take one gram of
BLASINGAME
salt for each additional quart of
water, beginning with the fifth
quart.
Q: Mrs. S.P. states that a mem
ber of her family has been a
heroin addict for at least four
years and wants to know if any
hope of cure exists.
A In general, the longer a per-
son has been aditficted, the more
difficult the cure. A courageous
decision on the part of the addict
and professional assistance are
essential to success. The best
form of relief available today is
methadone maintenance
Methadone is aLso an addictive
narcotic but has the advantage
of reduction of opiate craving
and does not produce a "high-
Mitharione is available through
verified centers Your relative
.should consult his physician or
the local public health officer
regatding a center if he has
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century. At Keeneland Race
Course, five miles west of
Lexington on US-60, there are 16
days of racing scheduled for the
fall meet (October 4-25).
Keeneland, with a grandstand
that seats 5,000 and a clubhouse
for 2,000 more, is known for its
fine 2-year-old races that in-
clude the opening day feature,
the Breeders' Futurity, run at a
distance of 7 furlongs and 184
feet tBeard Course) with an
added value of $100,000.




and neatly trimmed hedge. The
five-eights-mile training track,
extensive stables and yearling
sales pavilion are located on 303
acres of landscaped grounds,
surrounded by Thoroughbred
breeding farms, set against the
typical scenery of gently rolling
pastures.._.
The harvest season is festival
time in Kentucky, as there are
numerous arts and crafts fairs
and good old country get-
togethers. Among them are the
Tobacco Festival (October 2-4
In Russellville), Kentucky
Apple Festival of Johnson
County' (October 3-4 in Paint-
sville ), Oktoberfest (October 4-5
in Louisville's Butchertown
neighborhood), the Daniel
Boone Festival (October 6-11 in
Barbourville) and the Forkland
Heritage Festival and Revue
(October 10-11) at Gravel
'Switch in Marian County.
The Morgan County Sorghum
Festival, in West Liberty, is
October 10-12 this year and
features over 60 craft exhibits, a
parade, country and folk music
and old-time sorghum making
in the downtown square.
Handcrafted brooms, baskets,
quilts, blankets, rugs, weaving
and leather goods will be of-
fered for sale and display at the
fifth annual festival. Sorghum
cane is pressed in a mule-
powered mill located in the
downtown square.
Country meals of ham and
biscuits, fried chicken, pinto
beans and corn bread, apple pie
and apple cider will be served.
October 4-5, the St. James
Court Annual Clothesline Art
Show, now in its 19th year, will
be held between 9 a. m. and 6p.
m. between Hill and Magnolia
Streets in Louisville. Classed as
the fifth largest outdoor art
show in the United States, it is
held in St. James Court, listed
on the National Register of
Historic Places. Poets, writers,
artists have occupied this
section of Louisville since the
1890's. The court is landscaped,
boasting a fountain and\
hexagonal block sidewalks.
Houses of a mixture of ar-
chitectural styles — Gothic,
Romanesque, Regency and
Georgian — grace the neigh-
borhood.
Artists from approximately
26 states and Canada are ex-
pected to show their works, and
macrame, leathercraft and
ceramics will also be on
display.
Among the most interesting
and educational of Kentucky's
fall festivals is the Shakertown
September Festival Sep-
tember 5-29). This year the
restored Shaker village at
Pleasant Hill will feature
Shaker craftsmanship; a
Shaker ballet; the Whitman
Sampler Collection on loan from
the Philadelphia Museum of
Art, and a lecture series that




day in and day out,
Shop Rose's and Save More
Prices Good Thurs. thru Sat
Central Shopping Center
Open 9-9 Mon.-Tliurs 9-10 Fri. & Sat. 11:30 to COO Sim
Popular pre-washed denim look
that teams up great with jeans . . .
Men's Western
144 i )41.
Men's 100% cotton Western Shirt
Jackets. Pre-washed denim that
teams up great with jeans and
today's popular styles. Men's sizes 
U
ROSES
range from S to XL SPECIAL
PRICE 
Pre-washed to give it the
faded, lived-in look.





Three great looking styles, all in pre-
washed denim. Girls' sizes from 7 to 14.
111.1[11 1)er"





The Alcibiades, October 18, is
also a 2-year-old race — this one
for fillies only — with a 8100,000-
added purse. Other important
races of the Keeneland fall meet
are the Fayette Handicap and
the Spinster Stakes.
In the fall, Keeneland, whose
inaugural race meeting was
held in October 1936, is
especially colorful. The horses
are saddled in a paddock lined
with towering oaks, maples that
turn orange, red and yellow,
Heavy Duty . . .
REYNOLDS
Foil 'WM
All purpose "ready to use" Pot- 114-yds.x1R" (374-sq. ft.) 'heavy Charmin 4-Rd Toilet Tissue. So





will not piU.or mold, ow
allergic. Ideal protection an
stair cases. Measures 24"
-4 72". '
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October Has Many Faces In State
Autumn, the annual harvest
season, is a time al—Kentucky
when the landscape becomes a
patchwork of russet, yellow and
red. The crisp, invigorating air
and the deep blue skies are a
welcome reprieve from suol-
mer's swelter.
The signs of the season are
everywhere — weathered barns
are filled with burley tobacco,
roadside produce stands display
pumpkins, bright-colored
gourds and Indian corn, and
Jack Frost's whisper of ice
blankets the countyside. Oc-
tober is as mood-filled and
relaxing as a glass of bourbon
by the fireside on a quiet
evening.
October stirs imates of
morning workouts at a mist-
shrouded racetrack. Thorough-
bred r icing, "The Sport of
Kings," is a Kentucky tradition'
that dates back to the late 18th
Hull Named Head
At KMA Meeting
A general surgeon from
Lexington, Kentucky, David A.
Hull, M.D., was installed as the
122nd President of the Kentucky
Medical Association at its
annual session being held in
Louisville. Doctor Hull, who
was elected by the House of
Delegates for this high honor,
succeeds Hoyt D. Gardner,
M.D., Louisville.
Doctor Hull Is an Illinois'
native and a 1947 graduate of
the University of Tennessee
College of Medicine. He has
practiced in Lexington for 21
years-and currently is Associate
Clinical Professor of Surgery at
the University of Kentucky
Medical Center and a member
of the teaching staff at three
Lexington hospitals.
Having served this past year
as Chairman of the KMA
Committee on National
Legislative Activities and a
member of the Committee on,
State Legislative Activities,
Doctor Hull is vitally concerned
with physician involvement in
political affairs.
In addition, Doctor Hull is a
former Delegate, Vice-
President, 'Trustee and
Chairman af the Board of
Trarees of the Kentucky
Medical Association.
He is a past President of the
Fayette County Medical Society
and the Lexington Surgical
Society and has held several
offices in the Kentucky Chapter,
American College of Surgeons.
A Fellow of the American
College of Surgeons, Doctor
Hull also belongs to the Ken-
tucky and Southeastern
Surgical Societies, the Pan-
American Medical Association
and the Internaional Car-
diovascular Society.
If yo t sorneone






This fact-taken frora a research
study is basedon the smoker
*pin at age Zi smokes about
a pack and a half of






Pampers Overnight 12's and
Toddler 12's. 






Clorox Bleach gets clothes their
whitest and freshest. 192-fl. oz.
128-oz. (one gallon) of Easy Mon-
day Fabric Soitner. Ideal for *-
ton, nylons, woolens, Rayon
Lents things soft and static free.
-/
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6.44. (net wt.) tube of Aim
Voothpaste with stannous flouridej
ROSES LOW PRICE
Swivel rockers with pliable vinyl or cloth
upholstery and hardwood frame of
seasoned oak Soft cotton and foam pad
dine vtit,h Wong alma* spring,' provide
more comfort for you. Base of chair con-
sists of four angle use attached to a





Regular or menthol 11-or. (net
wt ) For extra smooth shaves.
7-oz, (net at.) of Arm and Hammer
,q,laking Soda Deodorant
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Postal Service Launches
New Plan For Complaints
WASHINGTON ( AP) - Did
that package marked "fragile"
arrive in your mailbox in a bat-
tered condition? Did this
month's girlie magazine arrive
dog-eared with the centerfold
torn out?
Now you can tell it to the
post office.
Beginning Wednesday, the
Postal Service is launching a
program that will invite dis-
gruntled postal patrons to air
their complaints.
Unhappy customers will be
able to obtain a "consumer
service card" from post offices
and from letter carriers. The
complaints written on the card
will get quick attention, the
Postal Service says.
The new system will "let us
know, in a quick and simple
way, about service problems,"
Postmaster General Benjamin
F. Bailer said in announcing
the program.
Bailar's announcement came
before the House voted Monday
to revoke the Postal Service's
financial independence as a re-
sult of dissatisfaction with the
way the service operates.
The campaign "reflects our
feeling that the idea of good
service must mean more than
the speed of delivery. It in-
volves responsiveness and un-
derstanding, too," Bailer said.
The Postal Service decided
on the national program after
trying out the consumer service
card this summer in Arizona,
Illinois, Rhode Island and Mas-
sachusetts.
The number of complaints
over the six-week test period in
the four states was 9,890. In the
same period last year there
were 7,473 complaints taken to
postal officials by residents of
those states.
The consumer service card is
a two-piece card, two postal
cards with carbon paper be-
tween them. After filling out
the top copy, the two cards can
be separated.
One o; the prepaid postal
cards goes to the local post-
master. The other goes to the
Postal Service's Office of Con-
sumer Affairs in Washington.
After acting on the com-
plaint, the local postmaster is
to explain on the reverse side
of his copy of the card how the
problem was handled. Then, he
is to mail his copy of the card
to Washington.
Meanwhile, in Washington,
the information from the other
card 13 used to create an index
of ccamumer satisfaction. The
card allows not only for com-
plaints, but also for information
requests, suggestions and other
comments.
"I believe that once the nea
program is firmly established,
it will demonstrate both our
willingness to solve people's
problems and the over-all high




At Calloway County Courthouse
Thursday Night
October 2 - 7:30 p. m.
Political ad paid for by Julian Carroll Campaign Committee, Sid F-ed•y,
Treasurer
SCHOLARSHIP AWARD-Van Blackketter (right) of McLemoresville, Tenn., a freshman
agriculture major at Murray State University, accepts a scholarship check for $200 awarded by
the Paducah Division of Dairymen, Inc. Making the presentation is James Tucker, a director of
the Paducah Division, as Dr. lames T. Thompson, chairman of the Department of Agriculture on
the campus, observes. Dairymen, Inc, is a cooperative organization of about 7,500 dairy far-
mers in 10 Southeastern states. The Paducah Division of the firm provides scholarship aid each
year.
Constitutional Amendment Would
Allow Work -Release for Prisoners
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Prisoners in state correctional
institutions would be able to
participate in work relese pro-
grams under a constitutional
amendment pre-filed by a spe-
cial legislative commission.
The amendment, sponsored
by state Sen. 'John Lackey, M'
Richmond, would have the ef-
fect of making work release
legislation approved by the 1972
General Assembly con-
stitutional.
The amendment would have
to be approved by the voters.
Lackey said he drafted the
amendment because while tour-
ing the state prisons he was
struck most strongly by the
idleness of the inmates.
Under work release, a prison-
er would be permitted to work
outside prison walls for a pri-
vate firm or industry or for
the state. Currently, the con-
stitution permits felons to be
employed only by the state on
public works projects such as
building roads or repairing
bridges.
In another action releated to
making the transition easier for
ex-convicts, the commission en-
dorsed a bill already pre-filed
by anothei legislative com-
mittee that would prohibit
groups which issue licenses for
trades or professions from de-
nying a license to a person with
a prison record.
The exception might be in the
case where the crime or crimes
for which the person was con-
victed related directly to the
type of employment sought.
The commission discussed
the case, for example, of a con-
victed rapist who applied for a
plumber's license. It might be
questionable if he should be
given the license since plumer's
work is'sione primarily in the
home.
Similar legislation to remove
the blanket exclusion of ex-con-
victs from licensed trades or
occupations was approved by
the 1974 General Assembly, but
was vetoed by then-Gov. Wen-
dell Ford.
The commission also asked
the Legislative Research Com-
mission staff to draft legislation
requiring autopsies for prison-
ers who die in state correction-
al institutions. The commis-
sion's request comes as a result
of sudden and unexplained
deaths at the penitentiary at
4dyville in recent years, but
woeld also apply to some coun-
ty jails.




LONbON ( AP) - A police
siege of three gunmen holding
six Italians hostage in a down-
town restaurant's tiny base-
ment storeroom went, into the
third day today with no end in
sight.
"We're staying put," one of
the gunmen shouted Monday
night through a hole drilled in
the wall of the 10-by42-foot
room after Scotland Yard twice
refused their demands for a
plane and safe passage out of
Britaln.
"They ain't going nowhere,"
declared Deputy Asst. Comm.
Ernest Bond.
There were fears the trio - a
Nigerian and two Jamaicans -
might crack under the strain
and start shooting the captives
in an attempt to force com-
pliance with their demands.
"The situation seems to be
worsening," said Bond. "But if
It does get worse, we've got
contingency plans to meet any
emergency."
Asked if that meant going in
shooting he replied, "It hasn't
come to that yet. Right now we
don't care how long we have to
wait."
The gunmen invaded the Spa-
ghetti House in Knightsbridge,
headquarters of a chain of Ital-
ian restaurants, early Sunday
morning to steal the night's
proceeds from thP chain. One
of the nine Italian employes in
the restaurant escaped after
shoving the money under a
table, and at the speedy arrival
of the police the gunmen her-
ded the other eight Italians into
the storeroom.
They let one man go Sunday
as a "good-willrkgesture" and
released Pasquale Cenicola, 34,
after he collapsed Monday in
the foul air of the tiny room. -
His release was arranged by
Italian Consul-General Mario
Manca, who told newsmen,
"Our men are in good spirits
and health. But they are fright-
ened, in fear of their lives,
afraid that something might be
done to provoke the gunmen."
He said the gunmen we
"fully prepared to play thin.
trump cards right to the last.
Those trumps are the hos-
tages."
"We're still talking to the
gunmen, they have enough
cigarettes and water to satisfy
their needs, and they've said
they're determined to stay
where they are," said Police
Cnadr. Christopher Payne.
The nine men are eating can-
ned food kept in the storeroom,
mostly fruit salad, Manna said.
The police supplied a chemical
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service Sep-
tember 30, 1975
'Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts: Ad 447 Est. NO Barrows & Gilts
54-74 lower Sew steady to mostly rrt
1-3 1111.7301ba. N2.7543.25
US 1.3 1110-34011n.  . 162.2543.75
US 14 MONO lbs. $11.3042.25
US 3-4 TN= lbs. 0111.0041.50
Sows
US 1-2 270-35crtbs. . s 0941045M
US 1-3 300450 lbs. 04.0045.00
US 1-3 450-650 lbs. 454.73-5575
US 2-3 300-500 lb. 353.0044.00
Boars 142.0044.00
VA MAN COMING
Max Miller, veterans coun-
selor with the Department for
Human Resources, Kentucky
Center for Veterans Affairs,
will be at the Murray American
Legion Home, fill} and Maple, on
Oct. 2 and 9 frem 8:30 a. In- to
3:30 p. m; to assist veterans and
their dependents with claims
for benefits due them as a result
of their military service.
toilet and jugs of water, but
one police source said "condi-
tions down there are bad."
The Daily Mail sadd the Nige-
rian was a man nettled Davis
who was recently released from
prison after serving a long sen-
tence for armed robbery.
The gunmen claimed to be-
long to the Black Liberation
Front, an organization of immi-
grants engaged in community
relations work. But a spokes-
man for the front denied this,
and the police discounted the
claims of political motivation.
"As far as we're concerned,












Poison Control . 753-7588
Senior Citizens . 753-0929
Need Line ... 753-NEED





FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY_ ',Er,'
in South 7th Street 247-1289 mrfnew 41,'‘(.r
8 a.m. to 12 p.m. Saturday
Open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon. thro Fri. 4.
'1141 1 t.0-'
We Write Au Tickets For All Wipes While You 
Wad
00 CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICES! 
We Honor The Same Credit Cards IWO
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Electronic Banking System To
Be Offered In Banking Network
The electronic banking
system developed by Financial
Communication Services
Corporation (FCS) in St. Louis
will be offered as a fully-shared
communications network to all
banks in the central Midwest,
according to Executive Vice
President John G. Regan.
FCS will officially introduce
the system to all area banks in a
series of meetings scheduled to
begin throughout a five-state
area next month. "It is im-
portant to stress that this
system will be offered complete
with electronic facilities,"
Regan said, "to be shared by all
banks in Missouri, Kansas,
Iowa, southern Illinois and
western Kentucky that desire to
participate."
Incorporated in May of this
year, FCS is a not-for-profit
organization created bya group
of midwest banks to provide the
electronic communications
necessary to conduct remote




at retail point-of-sale -locations
and financial centers, FCS is
making electronic funds
transfer - certainly the most
exciting development in
commercial banking in years -
available to all banks," he said.
"Their customers will have
remote access to the most
popular banking services, with
much greater convenience and
speed than ever before."
When the system is first in-
stalled late in 1976, the elec-
tronic communications network
will provide up to 30 "Financial
Convenience Centers" and
about 1,000 POS terminals. The
"FCC's" will be free-standing
structures with automated
banking equipment available
24-hours a day, seven days a
week.
Bank customers will be able
to use an FCC to transact such
bank chores as withdrawing
funds from checking or savings
accounts, making deposits,
transferring funds between
accounts, and even making a
cash advance from a bank
charge card account.
At the retail merchant, a
customer will be able to have
his check guaranteed by the
bank, or pay for goods by
having money transferred from
his own bank account directly to
the store's bank account.
All this will be done in seconds
over the electronic network of
computers and data processing
equipment. Customers will
have a special bank services
card to enable them to gain
access to the network for their
banking needs.
"No matter where a person
might go within the five-state
area," Regan noted, "he will, in
a manner of speaking, be
carrying his banker with him in
the form of his bank services
card."
FCS is embarking on a
massive educational program
for executives of the estimated
2300 banks in the five-state
Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-
delivered copy of The
Murray Ledger 8.• Times by
5:30 p.m. are urged to call
753.1916 between 5:30 p. m.
and 6 p. m. to insure
delivery of the newspaper.
Calls must be placed before
6 p.m.
area. The half-day seminars
being held in key locations of
the region will provide all the
technical and financial in-
formation on the electronic
funds transfer system, and
bankers will be able to ask any
questions they may have about
the system.
All banks will be able to
participate in the system,
Regan explained, no matter
what their data processing
capabilities may be. There will
be a number of different types
of conuaunications links which
banks can utilize to interface
with the system.
Customers' banking business,
whether at the Financial
Convenience Centers ''or the
• point-of-sale terminals, Would
be transmitted electronically to
the FCS switching center and
routed to the appropriate bank
for clearance. The FCC's and
POS terminals will be activated
by the bank services card which
is currently being designed and
will be introduced at the up-
coming orientation meetings.
"Electronic funds transfer is
a time-saving and money-
saving idea whose time has
come in the banking industry,"
Regan commented. "The public
is going to enjoy and demand
the convenience of electronic
banking, arid it will be up to the
banks to provide it. This con-
cept answers that need, and is a
system that offers all banks





Upgrading the quality and
increasing the scope of
emergency medical services.,
are the goals of a Department
for Human Resources ( DHR)
training course being continued
this year by seven colleges and
universities in Kentucky.
The course for emergency
medical technicians is ad-
ministered by DHR and
financed this year with $72,000
made available last July by a
grant from the National High-
way Traffic Safety Ad-
ministration. DHR allocates the
money to the colleges and
universities, which will teach
the course.
The grant is enabling DHR to
continue its present training
program for emergency
medical personnel. "We hope
we can train 600 ambulance
attendnats this year," said
Thomas A. Thompson, training
coordinator of Emergency
Health Services.




emergency room staff, firemen,
policemen, nurses, safety
engineers, rescue squads, life
squads and industrial health
and public health officials.
The seven colleges and
universities are offering the



















Sterling, Andy Hook, Ashland
and PikevWe.
Northern Kentucky State
College: Carrollton, Walton and
two classes on the Highland
Heights Campus.
Each class will be limited to
30 students. Individuals
presently serving as ambulance
attendants or drivers will be
given first priority. Other ap-
plicants will be notified by
phone or letter regarding
enrollment one week prior to
class starting date. Application
for classes must be return at
least 30 days prior, to the
starting date of gap class.
Classes will be conducted
from 7 to 10 p. m., local time,
two nights each week for 121/2
consecutive weeks. The total
course consists fo 25 lessons
involving 71 hours of classroom
training, plus 10 hours of in
hospital observation — a total of
81 hours. Each lesson provides
for practice of the skills taught
in that lesson. Twenty-two
hours of the subject material
will be presented by television
video-tape produced for DHR
by the University of Kentucky
Television Center in
cooperation with the UK
Medical Center.
Applications and information
about the dates when classes
begin may be obtained from the
college and universities or by
writing to Thomas A. Thomp-
son, Training Coordinator,
Emergency Health Services,
Bureau for Health Services, 275
East Main St., Frankfort, Ky.
40601.
'Autobiography Of A Princess'
Royal India, once a land of
maharajas whose wealth gave
them power and unparalleled
splendor, is now a part of the
past. Vivid recollections of
those times by a self-exiled
Indian princess and an elderly
Englishman who once tutored
her father reveal conflicting
perspectives about that former
way of life in the dramatization
"Autobiography Of A Prin-
cess," Saturday, October 18 at 8
p.m. (CDT) on Keatucky
Educational Television eKET I.
The one-hour film, part fiction
and part documentary, uses
archive footage shot in India.
The exiled princess, portrayed
by Madhur Jaffrey, lives in a
R R, VP, R 1'1 k ){,P, VR1R
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YOUR BETTER HEALTH IS
OUR LIFE'S WORK
. As; pharmacist member of the Health
Team, our thief duty is to s6pPlv the potently
fresh, specific medicines your physician pre-
scribes for you.
In our prescription department are thou-
sands of different medicines, so we can dispense
the escaet ones prescribed. In order to be Able
to fill any prescription, eveo those prescribed
by distantly located physicians, the leading
drug firms rush their new products to us as
soon as they are released foto safe use,
Effective May 4
The Clinic Pharmacy
. Will Be Closed On Sundays
Free Delivery-No Service Charge
, Open 64iirs. Per Week
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Murray, Ky. 42071
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London apartment filled with
paintings and memorabilia
from India. She prepares for
her yearly meeting with Cyril
Sahib (James Mason, an
Englishman who lived in India
many years as her father's
tutor and private secretary.
As they review old home
movies of royal India as well as
a contemporary TV
documentary, their differing
perspectives on those past days
are revealed. Cyril Sahib,
originally intrigued by the
mystery, ritual and elegance of
the royal court, became bored
with all the pomp and
pageantry. The princess, who
yearns for the past but con-
siders herself a modern woman,
is as indifferent to the suf-
ferings of the poor Indian
masses today as she was years
ago.
Two antagonistic views of
India's past is the topic of
-Autobiography Of A Prin-
cess," Saturday, October 18 at 8
p.m. (CDT) on KET, the seven-
da y-a-week network.
'-OUT OF THE FIELD
INTO A TEST TUBE
CHICAGO (AP) — Test-tube
corn' may some day be a nor-
mal part of a dinner menu, re
ports Prairie Farmer, a leading
rural publication.
Four Cornell University sci-
entists are trying, to create new
corn varieties by combinihg
plant cells in a test tube. They
are attempting to transfer plant
genes through genetic manipu-
lation of cells. Then they hope
to develop a technique of breed-
ing corn yarieties in the labora-
tory. The long-term goal is to
develop corn varieties with
multiple rehistance to a number
of insects and diseases under
laboratory conditions. The
Rockefeller Foundation has
provided $235,000 for the proj-
ect.
—
State Auto Inspection Program Is Stepped Up
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
state is stepping up efforts to
improve the statewide
automobile inspection program
through closer contact with
inspections stations, according
to 0. B. Arnold, commissioner
of the Bureau of Vehicle
Regulation.
In the months of July and
August, Arnold said, field
personnel have issued 36 official
warnings to service stations for
minor violations of motor
vehicle inspection laws. Six
"show cause" citations have
been issued to inspection
stations for improper in-
spections for that time period.
These have resulted in four
requests for hearings.
A "show cause" citation may,
be issued, Arnold xplaned,
after a complaint has been
made and an investigation by
the inspections division shows
that the complaint has validity.
The inspection station is cited to
"show cause" why its license
should not be revoked.
The state's hearings
examiner listens to testimony
and then recommends to the
commissioner whether the
station owner's license should
be revoked, a suspension should
be ordered or charges be
dismissed if they can't be
substantiated. Suspensions,
when ordered, will be for a
minimum of 30 days—and they
can be permanent.
Records of the division of
inspections reveal that a total of
190,238 vehicles (including
automobiles, motorcycles and
trucks under 38,000 pounds)
underwent their annual in-
spections at vehicle inspection
stations across the state during
July, 1975. ( August, 1975 figures
are -not yet complete).
During that period, 12,615
vehicles received a total of
18,206 rejections.
Exhaust system defects, the
leading source of rejection,
numbered 3,530. The second
leading source was turn signals
12,701) followed by tires ( 2,359)
and tail lights (2,045).
A rejection is for a faulty item
of equipment which must be
fixed or replaced before the
vehicle can be awarded the
annual inspection sticker,
which indicates that it is in safe
operating condition.
The records of the inspection
division also reveal that
rejections and inspections for
January-June, 1975 are running
close to the same number and
ratio in comparison to the same
period for 1974.
Daring the January-June,
1.975. period, a total of 63,212
vehicles received 91,179
rejections. A total of 982,529
vecles were inspected during
that period.
Exhaust system defencts
were the major source of
rejection during 1975's first six
months with 16,623, followed by
faulty turn signals (13,938),
tires (11,722) and tail lights
( 10,626).
During the January-June,
1974 period (figures were kept
on the total rejections but not on
the number of vehicles cited), a -
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• With Hilo settings for
personal comfort styling $1559
































• 1000 watts blow .drying
power, 4 heat comfort
settings. save 55.29
Self Cleaning I
Surge of-Steam re_ 
Steam & Dly Iron F140WH
• Superleatures and












$23.9e Value 700 Watts plus high

















for easy cleaning. save s5.37
King Size Toast 'N Serve
Toast-R-Oven° 555.98Value
• 3-in-1 appliance. Automatic 4-slice
toaster, double- Save '8.80
dinner oven. 19
5 $4718:Top boomer.
HURRY—LIMITED TIME OFFER! ENDS OCTOBER 20,1975
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Sports Reader§VO Survey
he How often do you read the sports section? A. Always   B Sometimes
 C Rarely 
2. How important do you think women's athletics are at the elementary, high school and
college levels, with regards to sports coverage? A. Very important B important,
hilt not as important as men's sports   C. not important at all 
3. As far as the minor sports at Murray State (soccer, tennis, golf, track and cross coun-
try) are concerned, how would you rate the coverage given by the Murray Ledger & Times?
A. Superb _ B. Good  C. Fair   D. Poor  E Awful
4. Do you feel the summer baseball programs, such as the Little League and Pony
LeagueItc., receive too much coverage? A. Yes B. No  C No Opinion
5. This year, the Murray Ledger & Times is not using the Carr football and basketball
ratings. Would you like to see ratings such as those in the past continued or do you feel they
are just wasted space? A. Would like to see ratings again  B Just wasted space
C. No Opinion 
6. How would you rate the amotmt of pictures in the sports section of the Murray Ledger
de Times? A. Too many B About right C Too few 
7. How often do you 1hut With Brandon? A. Always B. Sometime!
. C. Rarely  D. Never 
.8. Do you find that Timeout With Brandon is: A. Always interesting   B.
Sometimes interesting C. Often boring  D. Always boring
9. In Timeout With Brandon, do you ever learn about things you didn't know before? A.
Often  B Sometimes  C Never 
10. In stories written by Murray Ledger & Times sports editor Mike Brandon, do you find
they are: A. Always interesing B Sometimes interesting C. Rarely in-
teresting  D. Never interesting
11. Would you like to see area football and basketball predictions in Timeout With Bran-
don continue? A. Yes B. No   = C. No Opinion  
12. If you could rate the sports section, including all phases such as writing, photography
and layout, how would you rate the section on a scale of 100, with 100 being perfect? A. 90-100
  B.80-89  C. 70-79 D.60-69  E Below 60 
13. Do you feel that local stories and columns in the sports section are: A. Often too con-
troversial B. About right C Not controversial enough 
14. In the past few months, play-by-play accounts of basketball and football games have
been vastly cut and more quotes from coaches plus some analyzing by the writer have been
added. Do you feel: A. There should be more play-by-play B Stories are about
right C. There should be even less play-by-play 
15. Please indicate your sex with a check mark. Male Female 
16. Please indicate your age group: A. under 15   B 15-25  C. 25-50
 D. above 50 
17. Ityou are a student, please indicate where you go to school by checking one of the
following: A. county school system B city school system - C. university
Thank You For Your Cooperation!
18. If you have an additional comments, please attach them on a separate sheet of paper
and bring or mail the survey to the Murray Ledger & Times at 103 North Fourth Street. Ad-





DENVER ( AP ) - The hei-
aided duel between Green Bay
quarterback John Had! and
Denver's Charlie Johnson never
came off, nor did the running
battle between John Brock-
ington and Otis Armstrong.
Both Johnson and Armstrong
were sidelined early in Monday
night's National Football
League game, leaving it up to
reserve quarterback Steve
Ramsey and an alert Denver
defense to star in the Broncos'
23-13 victory.
Ramsey, thrust into action
late in the second quarter after
Johnson suffered a split nail on
the index finger of his throwing
hand, passed 10 yards to Jack
Dolbin for a touchdown and
guided the Broncos into position
for the clinching score, Jim
Turner's third field goal of the
game.
The TD pass was made pos-
sible by linebacker Jim
O'Malley's interception near
. midfield and return to the
Packer 12-yard line.
• After Hadl passed the Pack-
• ers to within 16-13 late in the
; game, middle linehsrcker Randy
Gradishar came up with anoth- drive. Rookie running back Will
er defensive gem, picking off a Harrell caught the four-yard
Had] pass and running 44 yards TD toss on the second play of
for a score with 40 seconds re- the final period.
maining. Satisfied with the corn-
It was Hadl who almost bination, Had! and Payne
single-handedly made a game hooked up three more times for
of it in the late stages. His ae- 45 yards on Green Bay's next
rial wizardry helped atone for a TD march. Green Bay reached
meager Packer ground game the Denver two, but it took
that accounted for just 71 yards Brockington four cracks to
in the face of a surprisingly reach the end zone, consuming
sound Denver defense, precious minutes.
"Hadl was just superb," Said The loss dropped the Packers
Denver Coach John Ralston, and new Coach Bart Starr to 0-
whose team boosted its record 2.
to 2-0 with the triumph. "He Armstrong, who carried five
did a masterful job. He picked times for 45 yards, was shelved
us to pieces in the second in the first half with bruised
half." ribs. Among the other casu-
Although he f,inished with 23 allies were Denver cornerback
completions in 36 attempts for George Hoey sho suffered a
273 yards, Hadl had to endure a broken jaw; Green Bay corner-
frustrating first half in which back Willie Buchanon, hbbled
he was sacked four times for by an ankle sprain, and Packer
losses of 31 yards. On numer- receiver Charley Wade, who
ous other occasions he was was hospitalized with a serious
forced into hurried throws by upper leg injury.
an onrushing Denver front four. BASEBALL
But his protection toughened SAN DIEGO - The San
in the second half and Hadl be- Diego padres gave John
gan hitting wide receiver Ken McNamara a new contract as
Payne with regularity. Payne manager of the ̀ " National
caught four passes for 39 yards League team for the 1976 sea-
on the Packers' first scoring son.
Casey Stenget,Wit And Wisdom
bf Baseball World, Dead At 85
GLENDALEI! Calif. ( AP) -
The "Old Perfesser" is dead.
Casey Stengel, one of
ball's most colorful and ad
figures, succumbed to cancer
Monday night at the age of 85-
leaving a golden legacy for
fans of all ages.
"It's just impossible to stun
up what he's been to baseball,"
said a close friend, California
Angel General Manager Harry
Dalton, after learning of Sten-
gel's death at Glendale Memo-
ral Hospital.
"He popularized our game









401 Maple St. - Murray - 753-571114
Stengel died at 10:58 p.m.,
PDT-only a few hours after a
close friend had disclosed that
the onetime manager had a
rapidly spreading malignancy
in the lymph glands. Stengel
had been admitted to the hospi-
tal on Sept. 14 for tests.
The funeral „arrangements
are incomplete. He is survived
by his widow, Edna, whom he
married in 1924. They had ao
children.
Sterike was a breathing leg-
end. haps more than any
other figure in the history of
the game, he earned the title of
baseball's goodwill ambassa-
dor.
Casey raced into the Hall of
Fame with his baseball exploits
but it was only a small part of
his exquisite contribution to the
game he loved.
There are more diamond-like
Stengel stories around than you
can shake a bat at and count-
less witticisms from the lan-
guage of "Stengelese" which he
created with his gloriously fer-
tile imagination.
Stengel never would say in a
few words what he could say in
a couple of -hundred and any-
time the grand old man of
baseball held court, ,he always
WHERE ART THOU ART? - Racer quarterback Mike Hobbie gets ready to hand off to tailback Art Ken-
nedy who has not yet moved into the picture. Bernie Behrendt (32) of the Racers supplies the block for
Hobbie.
Hobble Still Leading In Total Offense
By The Associated Press
A pair a Mikes - Bobbie of
Murray State University and
Moore of Middle Tennessee -
are the offensive leaders in this
week's Ohio Valley Conference
statistics.
Hobbie, a senior quarterback
from Atlanta, now has an aver-
age of 13.3 pass completions
per game for a 162-yard total
offense average to lead both
categories.
Moore, a sophomore fullback
from Chattanooga, Term., is the
OVC's leading rusher with 339
ygds on 55 carries for an aver-
age of 6.2 yards per try and 113
yards per game.
Eernie House of Eastern Ken-
tucky, averaging 134.8 yards
per game total offense is sec-
ond to Hobbie while Mike Rob-
inson of. Middle Tennessee
ranks third with a 125.3-yard
average.
Bill Smith of Western Ken-
tucky, with nine completions
per game, is second in passing
while Bob Brockman of More-
head, with 95 yards per game
rushing, is second to Moore.
Eastep. ,Kentucky's Elmo
Boyd is the conference's lead-
ing pass receiver with 3.5
catches per game. Four players
- Tony Williams of Middle
Tennessee, Eddie Bishop of
Morehead, Dave Quay of Ten-
nessee Tech and Doug Sanders
of Murray --rhave three-catch
averages. '
Hal Emerson of Eastern Ken-
tucky leads the scoring parade
with a seven-point average, but
just a point behind him are
Bobby Joe Easter of Middle
Tennessee, Lee Tradek of East-
ern, Jimmy Woods of Western
and Ron Mosley of Morehead
Morehead's Laird Johnson
tops the league in scoring by
kicking, averaging 5.5 points a
game on three field goals and








S Anti" 7 3 0 700 270 157
S Cal 5 4 0 4556 256 267
Srevept 4 5 0 444 191 204
Hawaii 3 5 0 .175 173 213




Pro Football at a Glance
By The Assoriated Press
World Football League
Eastern Division
W L T Pct. PF PA
6 2 0 750203. 134
6 3 0 .667 189 156
5 3 0 .625167 166
4 4 0 ,500 154 152
2 6 0 250122, 175
Southern California 24, Char
lotte 17
Sunday's Results
Shreveporf 32, Hawaii 25.
San Antonio 25, Memphis 17
Saturday, Oct. 4
Portland at Jacksonville •
Slin Antonio al- Philadelphia,







Austin Peay has the league
leaders in both punt and kickoff
returns with Don Derrick aver-
aging 13.3 yards on seven punts
and Henry Turner averaging
24.3 yards on nine kickoffs.
Western Kentucky's Charlie
Johnson is averaging 42.1 yards
on 19 punts so far this season,
shading East Tennessee's Reed
Nelson by half a yard on the
average.
Rick Green of Western Ken-
tucky is the defensive leader
with 39 tackles and 19 assists
while John Csir of Middle Ten-
nessee has 29 and 6. Pee Wee
Brown of East Tennessee has
28 tackles.
No less than eight players in
the conference-have three pass
interceptions each but More-
head's Vic Williams is a shade
in front on the average since
his team has played only two
games.
Five players have two fumble
recoveries each: Jerry Spaeth
of Morehead, Sam Fields and
Dale Young of Western, George
Goodson of Middle TennesSee
and Ken Gaiter of East Ten-
nessee.
had his audience spellbound-
and usually mystified-by his
fractured syntax.
Stengel was always great in
the clutch, Hall of Fame pitch-
er Warren Spahn once remem-
bered.
"There's no doubt in my
mind who is the most arnazin'
Met of them all," said the
great pitcher when he played
for Stengel on the old, up-
roarious New York Mets. "I
can understand why he's be-
come an image. Why he's so
beloved. Why he's the greatest
ambassador the game has ever
known.
"That man is a marvel. He's
unbelievable. I don't care how
old he is. He's got all those
young fellows beat by a mile.
I've newer seen a more under-
standinejaersOn. Or a more
dedicated bastiall man. Sure,
he's a comedian., Sure he
double talks. But he plenty
deep. And nobody knows more
about this game. If you listen
to him carefully and concen-
trate on what he's telling you,
you can learn plenty. A fellow
can get an education just being
around him."
The sometimes-clownish Sten-
gel leapediross baseball his-
tory, spanning the ancient and
modern ages with equal ease.
And throughout the colorful ca-
reer that covered 56 years, the
hawk-nosed figure produced an
abundance of rich stories. _-
Once when he was managing
Brooklyn he took off his hat on
the field-and a swallow flew
out of his hair.
Another time, at Boston,
when his Braves, for a change,
were ahead, it began to rain.
Casey pointed toward the dark-
ening sky and demanded the
game be called. He was ig-
nored until he pulled a
flashlight from a pocket and
began signalling his bullpen
with it. He was ejected.
Sometimes, to -demonstrate
his shock at an umpire's deci-
sion, Stengel would keel over in
a mock faint. Once when he
used this ploy, umpire Beans
Reardon did the same thing.
"When I peeked cotta one eye
and saw Reardon lying on the
ground, too, I knew I was lick-
ed," said Casey. "So I got up
and walked away."
In 1947 Stengel, then 57, was
steered to the subject of um-
pires in an interview. Soon Ca-
sey was pounding his desk and
shouting, "Those umpires!
They take years off a guy's
life, believe me. I don't know
what keeps me going, honest I
don't. They'll be the death of
me yet."
In tribute to his 56 years in
baseball, Stengel won a niche
with the game's other immor-
tals in the Hall of Fame at
'Cooperstown, N.Y.
He- managed the New York
Yankees to .stunning triumphs
and piloted the expansion Mets
in the most poignant part of
their young history.
Stengel, enshrined in the
of Fame when he was 76, man-
aged ,37 years, including 25 in
the major leagues.
Prior to his years of glory
with the Yankees, Stengel had
managed the old Brooklyn
Dodgers and the old Boston
Braves.
Charles Dillon Stengel resign- „
ed as the Mets' field boss in
1965 after breaking his hip in a
fall. His career managerial
mark showed 1,926 victories
and 1,867 defeats for a winning
percentage of .508. He produced --
10 American League pennant-
winners and seven World Series
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Federal legislation now makes it possible checks dirdctly with us. It will save you a
for you to deposit your social security trip to the bank, of course, but it also
check directly with us. "gives you the immediate use of your
• funds and removes the worry of a lost or
Come by the bank and till out a form
which 4ufhorizes the Federal Govern-
stolen check.
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EASTERN KENTUCKY WINS — The Eastern Kentucky Colonels come away Saturday with first piece is the
Murray State Invitational Golf Tournament. From left to right are Racer Comb Buddy Hewitt, Colonel
Conch Jim Settle, Tom Tierney, Bob Holloway, Dan Begdon, Chuck Irons and Dave Ryan.
(Steil Photos by Wks arnalow)
Hue-Wasn't Upset Because He
Didn't Get To Play Very Much
By BOB COOPER .
Asaociated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
You may wonder why Cliff Hite
went from Kentucky's starting
quarterback to a last-minute
substitute almost overnight, but








Rickman lvtioirsworthy " 111 2
Gene's Body ...-,...,.... 9 3
-- Mutual of
Murray Appliance  7 5
Colonial Brest'. " 7 5
Enix Interiors  6
Team No.11 4
Ledger & Times 1 11
Southside I.G  A  1 11
Alpha Kappa Pal 0 12
Murray-Calloway Hospital 0 8
Blankenshary. 0 8
Team Game (SC) 
Corvette Lanes - 953
Corvette lanes 953
Corvette Lanes 877
High Team Game (HC)
Corvette Lanes  1044
Corvette Lanes 1044
Colonial Bread  1001
High Team Series (SC) •
Corvette Lanes
I 11'
Murray Appliance Co 2502
Colonial Bread ,. 2448
High Team Series (HC) ,
Corvette Lanes 3783
Colonial Bread WU
Murray Appliance Co  21116




High In& Game (11C)
. Marble Hargrove 260
Don Johnson 241
Jim Washer 240
High lot Series (SC)
Charlie Hargrove " 625
Garry Evans 577
Virgil Setser 570







Charlie Hargrove " 185
Ron Robinson 1410
Dickie Hodge 175
Harry Recker  173
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Rite, a 6400t-2 senior from
Findlay, Ohio, says he's quite
aware that his running leaves
something to be desired and
"you have to have a running
quarterback to make the veer
effective."
The veer offense, which Ken-
tucky uses, is a multiple
choice-type thing where the
quarterback can ruti with the
ball, can give it to one of two
running backs or he just might
throw. That's supposed to con-
fuse the defense.
--However, Hite said that frima-Ahey
he looked at more than a week
ago made it obvious that Mary-
land had worked up a defense
that all but eliminated either
passing or outside running.
Hite said that Coach Fran
Curci used Derrick Ramsey at
quarterback "because of the
running game; he wanted to es-
tablish it the whole way . .
and my running had not been
too effective."
Curci said he anticipated a
"hard-hitting" football game
and "I thought we needed a
strong quarterback, so I went
with Derrick."
Ramsey, a sopho from
Camden, N. J., is 6-f and
215 pounds; Hite weighs 200.
Hite said Curci almost put
him in the game earlier, "but
we were backed up deep in our
own territory and I think he
didn't want any quarterback-
center miscues with a new
quarterback in there, so he
stuck with Derrick."
Hite finally entered the game
with 25 seconds left and Curci
said the reasoning there was to
intice Maryland into thinking a
pass was coming.
Hite was instructed, however,




"Our only chance was to get
Collins popped through," Curci
said, "and it almost worked.
He went about six yards but
you might get lucky in a case
like that and get a cheap
score."
"But I'll never go to the air
to get it because we wouldn't
have time to throw and, if we
dropped back 10 yards, we
wouldn't even have a chance
for a tie. They were bringing in
too many people," Curd said.
Hite said Curci waned him
that Maryland "probably will
come with everybody on the
front line, which they probably
would have done with Derrick
in there, too.
"And they did it," Hite said.
The next play, Hite said, was
intended to be a pass, "but it
really was to throw the ball out
of bounds unless the guy was
wide open — and he wasn't."
John Pierce ended it all by
kicking a 45-yard field goal and
giving Kentucky a 10-10 tie with:.
the then-20th ranked Maryland'
Terrapin's.
Curci said he hasn't decided
which quarterback he'll use
next Saturday at Penn State,
but said he doesn't expect the
same defense and therefore
doesn't plan the same offense.
"I don't think they'll stunt as
much or blitz as much because
'r stronger sounder
football team.
"Let's face it, Maryland
blitzed on every play and
played man-to-man coverage
and just gambled we wouldn't
pump one. That gamble paid
off."
NFL Standings




W. L. . T. Pct. PF PA
Wash 2 0 0 1.000, 90 16
Dallas 2 0 0 1.000 44 38
NY Gnts 1 1 0 .500 366&
S. Louis 1 1 0 .500 54 Si ---
Phil 0 2 0 .000 27 38
Central Division
Minn. 2 0 0 1.000 69 27
Detroit 2 0 0 1.000 47 30
Chic. 1 1 0 .500 22 48
G. Bay 0 2 0 .000 29 53
Western Division
L.A. 1 1 0 .500 30 32
Atlanta 0 2 0 .000 34 40
S.F. 0 2 0 .000 31 50
N. On 0 2 0 .000 3 62
American Conference
Eastern Division
W.. L. . T. Pts. PF PA
Buff . 2 0 0 1.000 72 35
Bait. 1 1 0 .500 55 38
Miami • 1 1 0 .500 43 45
NY Jets 1 1 0 .500 44 66
N. Eng. 0 2 0 .000 14 29
Central Division
C inn. 2 0 01.000 45 17
Pious. 2 0 0 1.000 40 17
Pitt. 1 1 0 .500 58 30
Cleve. 0 2 0 .000 27 66
Western Division
Oak. 2 0 0 1.000 62 41
Denver . 1 0 01000 60 46
K.City 0 2 0 .000 57 67
S. Dlego 0 2 0 .000 17 70
Sunday's Results
Detroit 17, Atlanta 14
Minnesota 42, Clevelapd 10
Miami 22, New Eng lahd 14
Washington 49, New York G
ants 13
Oakland 31, Baltimore 20
Chicago 15, Philadelphia 13
Dallas 37, St. Louis 31, OT
Houston 33, San Diego 17
New York Jets 30, Kansas
City 24
Cincinnati 21, New Orleans 0
Buffalo 30, Pittsburgh 11
Los Angeles 23, San Fran
ciSco 14
Monday's Game
Denver 23, Green Bay 13
Sunday, Oct. 5
New Orleans at Atlanta
Denver at Buffalo
Pittsburgh at .Cleveland
New England at New York
Jets 
Miami at Green Bay
Cincinnati at Houston
San Francisco at Kansas City
Chicago at Minnesota
New York Giants at St. Louis
Baltimore at LOS Angeles
Wohington at Philadelphia
Oakland bt San Diego
Monday, Oct. 6
Dallas at Detroit, n
All Predicts He'll Knock Out
Frazier Early In Title Bout
By WILL GRIMSLEY
Al' Special Correspondent
MANILA (AP) — Muham-
mad All fired off his final
taunts and Joe Frazier let the
smoke burn inside himself Mon-
day in the smoldering hours be-
fore their 15-round rubber
battle for the heavyweight box-
ing championship of the world.
"The showdown has come,"-
bellowed an emotionally
charged All, the self-pro-
claimed instrument of Allah,
turning the occasion into a bur-
lesque road show. "Come early.
Joe Frazier may sit down be-
fore you do.
"This fight will be the corn-
plete annihilation of Joe cra-
zier. It may end before the first
round."
Frazier only gritted his teeth
and punched the bag a little
harder. From the ring, where
he held his final workout, he
told some 5,000 Filipinos:
"On Wednesday, you will
have a new champion."
The defending champion, All,
was in full voice and high spir-
its while the one-time title-
holder and challenger, Frazier,
maintained a tremendous calm
and refused any brash pre-
dictions of an early knockout.
"The fight will go one to 15
rounds," he said hoarsely.
will be there. I ain't going no-
where."
The bout is scheduled
Wednesday at 10:45 a.m., local
time ( Tuesday 10:45 p.m.,
EDT, in the United States) in
the 25,567-seat indoor colist ) If
every seat is taken as pro-
moters predict, ranging from
$330 for ringside to $4 in the
gallery, the gate would be more
than $1.8 million, an indoor
record.
Additionally, closed circuit
TV is being beamed to 68 coun-
tries, including the Soviet Un-
ion, and with 380 locations in
the United States alone, poses
potential revenues of $22 mil-
lion to $30 million.
"Seven hundred million
people may watch this fight,"
-said Don King, the flamboyant,
imaginative one-time Ohio
numbers king and former con-
vict who has emerged as box-
ing's modern P.T. Barnum.
"No fight in the past has
been witnessed by so many
people paying such a price."
Ali is guaranteed $4.5 million
against 43 per cent of the gross,
Frazier $2 million against 22
per cent. If the extravaganza
meets King's expectations, Ali
can take home as much as $9
million and Frazier $5 million.
All, is the 2-1 favorite based
on his eighth-round knockout of
big George Foreman to regain
the title in Zaire last O. 30
and Subsequent victories in the
past year over Chuck Wepner,
Ron Lyle and Joe Bugner.
Frazier, the Philadelphia
slaughterhouse butcher who
won the title in 1970 and lost it
in Kingston, Jamaica, Jan. 22,
1972, when Foreman crushed
him in two rounds, has had
only two fights since losing a
12-round non-title decision to
All Jan 28, 1974. He stopped
Jerry Quarry in five and Jim-
my Ellis in nine.
One of the mysteries of the
fight is how much speed and
power the challenger has lost
since his two bruising battles
with Ali, the first won in a 15-
round decision, the second lost
in 12. • •
"I have been pointing for this
fight for eight months," Frazier
said. "I have sacrificed and
worked to get at this man
aguin. I have it all together. I
don't think I have ever been
better."
Frazier weighed in at 2141/2
and All at 2241/2, both heavier
than anticipated. All, supretttb-_
ly confident, boxed only one
day during the past week, say-
ing, "Why should I box? I know
where Frazier will be. His head
always will be in front of my
fist."
Informed of the champion's
comment, Frazier responded:
Sconers' Lead Shrinks
In College Grid Poll
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
After telling it like it is, Bar-
ry Switzer is telling it like it
will be.
"I'm still happy to remain
No. l after our poor perform-
ance against Miami last Friday
,night," says the Oklahoma foot-
ball coach. "But what I'm
doing right now will take care
of the polls."
Switzer, whose team re-
claimed the No. 1 position in
the AP's weekly poll Monday
despite an unimpressive 20-17
victory over the Hurricanes, is
going into an intensive huddle
with his coaches for the up-
coming match with Colorado
He was honest enough to sug-
gest after last Friday night's
game with Miami that the
"Boomer Sooner" didn't make
enough noise to be the nation's
top team. But he also honestly
believes that Oklahoma's class
will tell by the end of the col-
lege football year.
"Most teams are up and
down during a season, but if
you're a good enough football
team the polls will take care of
themselves," says the realistic
Switzer. "We play tougher
teams than a lot of those other
guys."
While Switzer was being hon-
est over the weekend, Coach
Woody Hayes of Ohio State was
being immodest. He said that
his Buckeyes deserved to be
No. 1 because of its 25-point
beating of North Carolina Sat-
urday.
Ohio State held No. 2 this
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"He should think they're the
Number One team, he's the
coach at Ohio State," said Swit-
zer, commenting on Hayes'
brashness
But Switzer wasn't entirely
worried about position this
week—just Colorado.
-I'm not really concerned
about the polls," he said. "I
wasn't last year and I'm not
this year. Last year we were
No. 1 the fir gi week and the
.second week we weren't. But at
the end of ,the year we were
there. Ask me again after it's
all over."
Despite that close escape at
Miami, Oklahoma's defending
national champions received 30
first-place votes and 1,086 of a
possible 1,160 points from a
nationwide panel of sports
writers and broadcasters. Ohio
State, 32-7 conquerers of North
Carolina Saturday, collected 26
votes for first place and 1,065
points.
Last' week, Oklahoma re-
ceived 56 first-place ballots to
three for Ohio State and a point
spread of 1,192 to 1,031.
Southern California remained
In third place, collecting one
vote for first place and 878
points following a 19-6 triumph
over Purdue. Nebraska, the na-
tion:s No. 4 team last week, re-
tained that position after a 56-
14 rout of Texas Christian. Mis-
souri remained in the Ni 5
spot following a 27-21 triumph
over Wisconsin.
The remainder of the Top
Ten was shaken up. Texas
A&M moved from No. 8 to No.
6, passing both Texas and
North And East Win In
County Softball Play
Two boy's games and one
girl's contest were played
Monday as the County Softball
Tournament got underway.
In the girl's game, East
slammed Southwest 10-0. 
•
Mary Wagoner was !he
winning pitcher, allowing just
two hits. She also belted a two-
run homer in the fifth for Fast.
Miller and Buchanan each
had hits for Southwest while
Wagoner had four hits to lead
East. Lamb had three hits while
Tucker, Wilson, McCuiston and
Brandon all had two hits for
East. Also hitting safely were
Housclen and Shepard.
North took charge of the boy's
tourney. By edging East 1-0 in
the second boy's game of the
day, North became the only
undefeated team in the double
elimination tournament.
Boggess was the winning
pitcher for North. He gave up
just three hits.'
North got its lone run in the
fourth when McClure reached
on an error, took third on. a
wingle by Graham andscOr.O.Pn
a single by Lamb.
F6r East, Emerson, Childress
and Stone all had one hit apiece.
For North, McClure and Iamb
Notre Dame, after whipping Il-
linois 43-13. Texas fell one place
despite beating Texas Tech 42-
18 and Notre Dame slipped
from seventh to eighth although
the Fighting Irish crushed
Northwestern 31-7.
Alabama advanced from No.
11 to No. 9 by beating Van-
derbilt 40-7 and Penn State
jumped from 12th to 10th after
a 30-10 whipping of Iowa.
By The Associated Press
Here are the Top Twenty
teams ill The Associated Press
college football poll, with first-
place votes in parentheses, sea-
son records and total points.
Points based on 20-18-16-14-12-
10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1:
1. Okla 130) 3-0-0 1,086
2. Ohio St (26)3-0-0 1,065
3. So Cal (1) 3-0-0 878
4. Nebraska 3-0-0 715
5. Missouri 3-0-0 650
6. Tx AM Ii 3-0-0 593
7. Texas 3-0-0 565
8. No Dame 3-0-0 529
9. Alabama 2-1-0 328
10. Penn St 3-1-0 296
11. W Virginia3-0-0 207
12: Michigan 1-0-2 194
13. UCLA 2-0-1 146
14. Arizona St 3-0-0 145
15. Okla St 3-0-0 116
16. Tennessee2-1-0 86
17. Arizona 2-0-0 56
18. Baylor 1-0-2 49
19. Colorado 3-0-0 47
20. Florida 2-1-0 38
each had two hits while Ed-
wards, Thorne, Todd, Boggess
and Graham all had one hit
apiece.
In the other boy's game, East
nipped Southwest 8-3. Danny
Stone was the winning pitcher.
There were no homers in the
contest, though East drilled 24
hits. For East, Sanders had four
hits while Barnett, Bynum and
Cook all had three and Manker,
Cooksey and Duncan two
apiece. With one hit were
Emmerson, Childress,
Weatherford, Morton and Stone
For Southwest, Overby had
three hits while Crittenden.
Cothran and Baiser had two
hits. Also hitting safely were
Rogers, Colson and Pittenger
On Waivers
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Two play-
ers Were placed on waivers by
the Spirits of St. Louis Monday,
trimming the team roster to 15
tplayers, a spokesman said.
Dropped by the American
Basketball Association teany
were 6-foot-11 center David
Brent and 5-font-II guard Cly-
dell Pickens.
Brent and Pickens were both
products of St.. Louis high'
schools,
"I know where he is going to
be, too. I got the best handlers
in the world."
All, at 33 two years older
than his opponent and a superb
6-foot-3 athlete with dancing
feet and quick hands, has in-
dicated he will come out fight-
ing instead of back-pedaling,
with the intention of scoring an
early knockout.
Frazier's chief trainer, Eddie
Futch, considers this nothing
more than idle talk. "All's
track record shows that instead
of coming out swinging he usu-
ally is trying to protect him-
self," Futch said. "If he gets
too froggy, he just may get
tagged."
A comparatively short man-
5-feet-11/2—with' Stubby legs
and huge thighs, Frasier does
not depend heavily on boxing
skills. He is a bore-in fighter, a
buzz-saw who will take five
shots to land one. His left hook
is the most devastating weapon
in a limited arsenal which has
brought him a 32-2 record with
27 knockouts.
All calls Frazier "a gorilla."
"He is so ugly," taunts Mu-
hammad, "when he was a baby
and cried, tears started down
his face, then turned back and
ran to the back of his head."
All, who is 48-2 with 34
kayoes, is rated by many ex-
perts as possibly the finest al-
laround fighter of all time—
lightning quick, smart, con-
_ fident to the point of arrogance.
He beat Foreman by playing
the ropes, driving the giant
Texan to sheer exhaustion and,
then putting him away in the
eighth.
This emerging nation of 7,100
islands, islets, rocks and sand-
bars with 111 cultures and 70
languages, has been whipped
into a frenzy by the excitement
of the fight.
President Ferdinand E. Mar-
cos, having placed the country
under martial law three years
ago and now in the midst of a
purge of high officials, has tak-
en a personal interest in the
event and the principals. It is
unknown whether he will at-
tend.
King, a showman, has flown
In Hollywood personalities,
such as Hugh O'Brian, Connie
Stevens, Jan Mw-ray, Gail
Fischer and Jayne Kennedy,
and put them on display with a
round of prefight parties. The
city of 21/2 million is festooned
with fight banners, posters and
street merchants hawking fight
trivia.
But none has been able to
take the stage away from Ali,
who shurgged off a midweek
spat with his wife, Belinda,
flaunted additiorutl women and
kept up a non-atop doggerel
leading up to the time of the
fight. There was concern that
the marital tiff might affect
All's performance.
"Nothing distracts Ali," said
his trainer, Angelo Dundee.


















































High lot Serbs (IC)
Virgil SIAM 3111
Dan Jame ,.._.154
J. C. McDaniel $46
Mildred= - 4V
Victory 443
Pat Scott  IN
Betty Dixon IN
J C 

























—he fought like an army and
lived like a legend.
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Jefferson Teachers Ask Board To Act On Problems
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
The Jefferson County Teachers
Association is asking the county
school board to act within a
week to solve discipline prob-
lems in the newly desegregated
school system.
Many teachers have com-
plained strongly about these
and other problems, including
extra duties since court-ordered
busing began when school
opened,Sept. 4.
In a' meeting Monday, the
teachers group called on the
board to "establish written,
system-wide disciplinary pol-
icies to ensure that all students
violating these written rules
will be disciplined in a uniform
manner regardless of which
high school, middle school or
elementary school they at-
tend."
The association is the official
bargaining agent for teachers
in the merged city-county sys-
tem.
June Lee, association presi-
dent-elect, said teachers would
resort to a strike or boycott
only after all other avenues
have been explored.
The teachers listed several
''problem areas," such as fail-





























































































Crowns 39 Century plant
More torrid 40 Wine cups
Pierce 13 Paid notices
Fright 44 River island
Delicate purple 47 Negative
Mast 49 Note of scale. . _
37 Has on one's
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classes and follow teachers' di-
rectives, disruptive behavior,
verbal abuse and threats, and
assault against teachers.
John W. Downs', a teacher at
Fern Creek High, told the asso-
ciation meeting that Monday a
teacher took about eight bullets
from students, a knife was tak-
en from one student, "a stu-
deht's head was repeatedly
bashed on the floor" because
another student had inadvert-
ently knocked some papers off
a desk, and a teacher was
struck while trying to break up
a fight.
Downs said teachers also
have become disgruntled about
extra paper work they must do
and the extra 30 minutes they
must spend at school each day
because of the time-consuming
busing program.
The program involves busing -
of some 22,600 of the system's
124,000 students.
The school board, meanwhile,
heard some complaints about
teachers Monday from parents,
clergymen and other commu-
nity leaders, most representing
the black community.
Some speakers at the board
meeting said they were con-
cerned about the attitude of
teachers toward black pupils
and the standard of discipline
used for black children as op-
posed to whites.
One black parent, Helen
Tucker, contended her son had
Twice been thrown across sev-
eral tables by A white student
while a teacher observed and
laughed. She said the white stu-
dent had not been punished.
School board members most-
ly listened, and the Rev. Don
Ftandolf, chairman of the
board, often told speakers they
would get a response in writing
if they left their name and a
copy of their remarks.
Monday night, about 40 black
parents met at a church and
they, too, talked about dis-
cipline problems. They were
Major Lents Returns To
Murray After 20 Years
LOUISVILLE - After 20
years of military service that
included 251 missions in
Southeast Asia and 6,000 hours
of jet flying time, Air Force
Major Jerry Lents is returning
to his native Western Kentucky.
Major Lents, who retired
September 26, will join his wife,
Mickey, and children at 1504
Becket in Murray.
For the past 'four-and-a-half
years, the career officer has
served as advisor to the Ken-
tuclty__Air National Guard in
Louisville. He had earlier
served in 'Japail, Southeast
Asia, and in several stateside
locations. During the Vietnam
conflict, the major flew NA
missions over North Vietnam
and 151 over South Vietnam. He
twice earned the Distinguished
Flying Cross and was awarded
the Air Medal 11 times.
Major Lents is a qualified
pilot instructor and has flown a
variety of jet aircraft, including
the 1-28, T-33, and F-101.
The Hardin High School
graduate plans to continue his
education at Murray State
University.
_53. His son,- Mike, 15,.. and
daughter Audrey,- 14, attend
-Murray High School, while
another daughter, Janis, 12,
attends Murray Middle School.
The major's parents, Mr. and
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cautioned to get details of any
reported incidents so school of-
ficials can invettigate them.
"Documentation is what they
say they want," one parent
said. "You need to know the
name of the principal, the
teacher, the bus driver, the
monitor or whoever else is in-
volved...and we can come





CPT Ronnie Moss of
Hopkinsville has assumed
command of the Murray
company of the 100th Army
Reserve Division, a training
division located within the state
of Kentucky._ _
CPT Moss, who succeeds 1LT
Larry Doyle as commander, is
an administrator at Western
State Hospital in Hopkinsville.
A graduate of the Murray
State University ROTC
program in 1968, he has eight
years of service including two
years active duty. He spent one
year in Vietnam as a battery
commander in afield artillery
unit. '
The 30-year-old Reservist is a
member of the Hopkinsville
Rotary Club, the First Christian
Church, Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity, and -the Reserve
Officers Association.
He and his wife, the former
Alice Wright of Hopkinsville,





...he fought like an army
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Dr. Kenneth Harrell, Dean of
the College of Humanistic
Studies at Murray State
University, will be the f6tured
speaker at this Wednesday's
UCM noon luncheon. "The Role
of the Humanities in the
General Education
Requirements" will be the topic  
of his presentation in this series
Of-luncheon programs dealing
with the MSU student.
Dr. HarrelLhas been on the'
Murray facultYln._the history
department since 1961-.He has
served as chairman ot -the
History Department and Dealt
of the Graduate School and in
August of 1974 was appointed to
the deanship of the College of
Humanistic Studies. Dean
Harrell obtained his B. A.
degree from Southeastern
Louisiana College and his M. A.
and Ph. D. in American History
from Louisiana State Univer-
sity.
The noon luncheons are held
each Wednesday from 12:30 to
1:20 at the United Campus
Ministry 202 N. 15th Street and
are open to the public as well as
all members of the university
community. The cost of the
meal is $1.25. For information




Dr. 'B. E. celellan,
professor of cheñtistry at
Murray State Uni rsity,
recently presented a paper at
the Fifth International Cen-,
ference on Atomic Spectrosco
at Monash University in
Melbourne, Australia.
, His presentation was entitled
"Enhancement of Atomic
Absorption Sensitivity for
Nickel, Manganese, and Silver
and Determination, of Sub-
microgram Quantities of
'Cadmium in Environmental
Samples." The conference was
spdrisored by Australian
Academy of Science.
McClellan, a native of Cayce
in Fulton County who joined the
faculty in 1965 earned the B. A.
degree at the University of
Mississippi. He has also done




Fred Shepard, a professor of
art at Murray State UnivertitS,
who specializes in ceramics,
recently conducted a one-day
raku workshop at the. David
Strewn Art Gallery in
Jacksonville, Ill.
A member of the faculty at
Murray State since 1963,
Shepard is well-known for his
work .as a ceramist, which has
been featured in several
profpssional publications, as
well as for werkshops he has
_conducted over a wide area.
He earni4-4. B. A., M. A.,














IF YOU HAVE a burden,
let us share it.
NEEDLINE, 753-6333.
WILL DO HOUSECLEAN-





regular display, must be




must be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before
publication.
3 Card Of Thanks
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
WORDS FAIL us in our
attempt di convey ex-
pressions of sincere
thanks and grateful ap-
preciation to our friends
and the friends of our
departed loved one, Ms.




through your prayers and
every other mode of
iiindness shown during
r Illness and since the
deh&e of our loved one.
The Ru• • op Family
5. Lost And Frysind
LOST-WHITE, blac and
brown female wattçr
coon dog. Tatoo in the left
ear, R.H.O. Call Z. B.
Crouse, 753-7386.
Lon NEAR East Y
proceirv. Brown and
whit€ hull terrier.
Reward. Call 753-5836 or
436-2589. •
LOST A 3 month old male
, black Labrador_Retreiver
in the Cypress Bay Resort








days a week. L,igfit
housekeeping. Call 753-








and working knowledge of












































picked up at the center at




am looking for the per-
son who has a desire to
get into the fascinating
field of Cosmetics who
feels they have the
ability for sales. If you
ore over twenty-five and





building 8 x le, $388.00. 8 x
.12 $432.00, 8 x 16, $576.00.
Free normal delivery. We
build alt.sizes of storage
buildings, take cottages,
boat docks, patios and
green houses. See'--cir
special boat storage sheda- ,
for boats from 12' up.
Located on Hick's




Be In Business For Yourself
Full Or Part nine
DISTRIBUTOR NEEDED
To Service Stores-Dealers
Racks of Bycycle Parts
No Expenence necessary. as Com-
pany will turn over accounts for you
to supply and service. established in
your immediate area by Company,
for SIMBA BICYCLE PARTS-AC-
CES This at this time is a
BOOMING INDUSTRY and the-ac-
counts you will service shall be
located in Hardware, Variety Super
Markets, Bicycle. Discount. and
College Book Stores, etc.
Profit, POTENTIAL is virtually
unlimited. our 'records show that
re 00 and more for each day worked
is a very conservative figure and
tistimate
A 5455500 INVENTORY I im-
mediate I investment puts you in
your own business Right Now
WRITE TODAY. include phone
number
SIMBA SALES CORP





-Travel and work with a
group that is making
great progress. We are
now in your city to offer
you the, same op-
portunity. We travel 30
to 40 major cities a year.
We furnish tran-
sportation. We have a
daily cash drawing ac-
count on expenses plus a
two week' training
program, expenses paid
while training. -Must be
18 or over and able to




Mort. Plea.. 5:00 p. m.


















The sooner you call,




HEALTH, LIFE, 'burial, up
to $2000.00. Health no
problem. Call 753-1976.
14. Want To Buy
1979-71 or 72 Pontiac
Firebird Call 753-7853.
SMALL CAR, call days 345-
2225 or nights 345-2681.
DRESSER AND CHEST of
drawers or bedroom suit.
Call 753-9773.
CHEAP PIANO, will move.
Call 753-1960 after 3:00 p.
m.
ONE ROW Corn Picker,
Call 753-6243 before 5:00 p.
m. or 436-5547 after 5:00 p.
m.
VENEER LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14- in
diameter and up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
--Also will buy standing
VerteerttKre4eis,i Call J. H.
Miller O.
15. Articles For Sale
ROLL-A-WAY bed, box
springs and mattress,
coffee table, man's seat
valet, ladies coat, girls




leaving state because of
child's health. Color TV, 3
black and white TVS.
good condition, large
dresser, box stands and 1
attic fan. Clocks, assorted
tools, children's clothing,
bikes, and 1960 Midge
pick-up truck, good
running condition. Many
otti.er items. Call anytime,
436-5392.




nearly new, Call 753-0087
after 5:50 p.
sill' ,11K GREEN C_IDUCH, 214
p 'd chairs. Cali 753-4639
or t 526 Scafth 7th St.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
KIRBY VACUUM Sep...
tember Sale. Free hose
attachment with the
purchase of every
'upright. Rebuild your old -
Kirby Vacuarn -for only
26.95. Office hours, 12-5.
.Call 753-0359; 24 hours per
day.
ELECTROLUX SALES




















































































and a Ford mower, $325.
Call 753-9773.






10' G.W. Invader speedboat
and trailer with 35 hor-
sepower Mercury, extra
sharp. $600. Call 436-2211.
After 6, call 753-0224.
1974 18' Starcraft pro bass
boat and trailer with 135
horsepower evinrude
engine with tilt and trim
plus trolling motor and all
the extras. Will accept
trade-in of run about or
550 cc. or larger motor-
cyc1e33800. Call 436-2211,
after 6, 753-0224.
1975 15' Challenger bass
boat and trailer with 85
horsepower Johnson
engine plus trolling motor
and extras. Boat and
motor has less than 1








CLUBS, one complete set
and bag. Graphit Driver.
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
grain bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 26" - 10 speed.
Call 437-4570 or 437-4733.
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power










for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
9911.
SELMER FLUTE




payment of $18.05 on
'console color T.V. Stereo
console for $9.02 a month.
J & B Music. Call 7534575.
24. Miscellaneous
TWO STORY oak log barn.
Excellent condittbri,Call
753-0870.
.41L. 3E" X In
24. Miscellaneous
MEN'S DOUBLE-Knit
pants, 32 waist 29 length
and size 36 brown ruff out
jacket with dyed lining,
leopard jacket size 36 with
gold leather yoke. James
Puckett, Rte. 2 Hazel,
Kentucky.
WOOD HEATERS,
automatic, cast iron fire




1971 12 TON Ford tran-
smission, radiator, 390
intake and carburator.
1970 Ford Torino body for
parts. One Chippendale
chair, lion head, back
claw feet. Call 753-4716.
26. TV Radio
16' 60 AMP Electric service
pole, completey Call 753-
0870.
REGENCY 23 channel
mobile C. B. Call 753-8578











27. Mobile Home Sales
WE 'BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 442-
1918 or 443-8226.
1968 TAG-A-Long, 15 foot,
camper, stove,
refrigerator, beds, • etc.
Call 753-3608.
1965 HOUSE TRAILER.
Good condition. Call after
5 - 474-2342.
12x70 FLAMINGO_ Manor,
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,






29. Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 55 TRAILER, natural
gas heat. See Brandon
Dill at 413 Sycamore.
14 BEDROOMS, nice with
electric heat and air














214 No 15th St. Phone 7533242
Nest to Wallace Book Store)
29 Mobile Home Rentals
FOX MEADOWS AND
Coach Estates Mobile
Home Parks. South 16th
Street. Homes and spaces




shop or warehouse. Call
753-7850.
32. Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-




NICE 1 bedroom fully
furnished apt. on N. 18th






central heat and air,
patio. $150. Call 753-7550.
MURRAY MANOR - All



















paid $75 a month. Can be




White Hall $105.00 per













" I 120NY WEEP TO WATCH MY 5PEE12. WHE)..1




o'clock Wednesday Oct 1







9a. m. to 5 p. m.
Baby & children items, high
chair, inchworm, twins clothing,
shoes, boots, desks, twins
stroller, adults clothing and
shoes, bowling boll. If rain the
sole eritl be hold at • later date.
43 Real Estate
NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
FIVE ACRE tracts on
Kerby Jennings Trail ( Ky
19181, a blacktop road,
near Hamlin, Ky and
Chandler Park. These lots
are located in an ex-
clusive development near
Kentucky Lake. It is only
a short distance to boat
launching facilities at
Chandler Park. Each
tract is nicely wooded and
has good building sites.
.Electric and phone are in
the area. Reasonably
priced. John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main Street
Murray, 753-0101 or 753-
7531.
33 Rooms For Rent
HAVE ROOMS in a country
home. Connie Lampe.
Call 436-2510.
34 Houses For Rent
3 BEDROOM unfurnished
house. Inquire in person,
ask for Bill. Oakley Used
Cars, Old Benton Road.
37 Livestock - Supplies
CHICKENS, DUCKS,
Guirea Pheasants,




SOW AND seven pigs. Pigs
one month old call after




38. Pets - Supplies
AKC GERMAN
SHEPHERDS: black and
tan; solid black; only a





AKC registered. 8 mo.
old. Well mannered.
Championshin breed. $50.








sonnel at Guy Spann,
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call








miles west of Almo
Heights on Ky. 464, 4
miles from Murray.
Situated on a 5 ,acre
tract with trees in yard,
2 storage sheds, 6-stall
stock barn, stock pond,
good well, woven wire
fencing. House has new
paneling, new car-
peting, new wiring and
new plumbing,






located on South 12th at
SycarnOre has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel, to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk' REAL'
ESTATE.
44 Lots For Sale
141' FRONTAGE x 204'.
Nice trees. On 641 South.
For a new home or mobile
home. Call 753-0774.




for a $2000 tax credit.
Phone 753-9208
46. Homes For Sale
COLDWATER, I year,
new, large 3 bedroom
house. Extra large lot, 2
car attached garage,
patio, separate laundry
room, central air and
heat, built-in range andl
dishwasher. Ex-




Carter School on south
13th Street. Large family
room with fireplace,
dining room, living room,
ample closet space.
Newly decorated both
inside and out. Dish-
washer, diiposal and
stove included. Move into
this reasonably priced
hdme NONl John C.
Neubauer Realtor, 505
Main Street, Murray, Ky.
Res. 753-7531, Off. 753-
0101.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom,
brick home, East Y
Manor. Call 753-4p64 and
753-3139.
A VERY ATTRACTIVE 2
story home, now being
used as a duplex, could be
just as well used as a
spacious home with 5
bedrooms, den, 3 baths,
all built-ins in kitchen,
central heat and air, large
entry foyer, if you need a
very nice home only 1
year old, call for an ap-
pointment at Moffitt
Realty Co., 206 So. 12th,
753-3597.
QUALITY HOME for the
retired person or couple
that would like to have,
extra income. This duplex
has 2 bedrooms and one
bath on each side. Newly
decorated. Redwood patio
for each side. Central gas
heat, central electric air.
Must be seen to be ap-
preciated. Call 753-8080 or
contact Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N. 12th.
FIVE ROOM house with
two large lots and out-
buildings in old Almo,
Kentucky. Priced
$5750.00. Call 753-4955.
BRICK HOUSE, 8 acres.
Will sell together or
spearately. Call 753-6486.
HOMS HUNTING? You
will find a large selection
in all price ranges at
Wilson Realty, Auction
*and Insurance. Across
from Po* Office, Phone
753-3263. Nights and
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
753-5086. Ron Talent, 753-
1607, Ronnie Pea, 345-
2343, Loretta Jobs 753-
6079. Member M. L. S.
1 Motorcycles
1975 YAMAHA 125 MX.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00 p
m. .4 •
1973 YAMAHA MX 250,
excellent ratting con-




end, highway bars, sissy
bar and pad. Excellent
condition. Call 753-8046.
19. Used Cars & Traits
1972 CHEVROLET Impala,
4 'door, power and air.
New tires. One owner.
Call 554-2947, Paducah.
1973 DODGE CLUB CAB,
• automatic transmission,
power steering, power
brakes and air. $2495. Call
753-7414 or 436-5840.
1973 350-4 HONDA with-,
sissy bar, backrest and 2 •
helmets For more in-
formation eall 480-2505. -
1974 HARLEY Davidson
XLH, 1000 c.c. $2450.
Call 753-1798,
1964 OLDSMOBILE. Can
be seen after 5 p. m. at 416
N. 8th St.
1968 CHEVROLET Van,









1971 PLYMOUTH Fury II,
2door hardtop, full power








and tires, raised lettering.




Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, mile east



















No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning or
late afternoon.





and air. $600.00. Call 753-
4038.
50. Campers
22 FT. FULLY SELF-
contained travel trailer
1972 model. Sacrifice
$2,750 at Fox Meadows
South 16th Street. Call 753-
3855.
FIREWOOD BY truckload.
'2 ton, on Pottertown
- Road. $10.00, you pick up.
Call 753-9618.
LIGHT HAULING.
Livestock hauling and AVAILABLE PRIVATE
mall appliances._ Call- --room In state. approved
- 136-5844 43g-3172-.- home for elderly lady.
Call 753-6392.
51 Services Offered
YARD WORK, tree cutting
done. Call 753-2732.
EXPERIENCED Elec-




grain bins & dairy barns.
All work guaranteed. Call
753-7488.
ELECTRICAL WIRING









Rigid Vinyl. No down
payment. Free estimates.





Linda 436-2510 or 436-2295.
LAWN MOWERS repaired.
Fix mowers, roto-tillers,
and small engines, 436-
5525.
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or






plowing and discing. Call
436-2540.
CONTACT SHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-





Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimates.











efficient service. No job




with fiend @spinet ialvasinizod
costing, experienced. For
estimate ail 1S3-1672 or 12-A
Fez iliteed•ws.
WILL DO BABYSITTING
7 a. m. to 5:00 p. m.
Monday- Friday in my
apartment for any pre-
school child. Hot lunches
-provided. Call 753-0429 if
interested.
NEED YOUR hay hauled'
Call Lamb Brothers at
502-436-2516.
ROY HARMON'S Car-












Free for the cutting and.
cleaning up brush. Call
489-2197.
FREE PUPPIES OF ALL
SEXES and colors, ,some
solid black, 6 weeks old,
mixed breed. Will be
small dogs. Very healthy
and cute as can be. Can
see at the dog pound
located on Poor Farmers
Road near Fisher-Price.





name is Ginger. Call 753-
3254 after 7 p. m.
CLASSIFIED AD
FALL CLEARANCE SALE
TO HELP YOU CLEAR OUT YOUR HOME OR
BUSINESS FOR FALL, THE CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
OF THE MURRAY LEDGER AND TIMES !SHAVING A
SALE ON CLASSIFIED ADS ALL DURING THE MOW'
TH OF OCTOBER.
The sole is open to everyone, for every section on
the classified page, small reader ads or classified
display ads as long as they meet the following
requirements:
v Ads must run three consecutive days.
v No changes will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first.
v No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before
expiration.
All standard rates on classified. display and classified ads will
remain in effect.
No days No days Total




NOW IS THE TIME FOR YOU TO SAVE ON YOUR ADVERTISING Sell
?those white elephants you have laying aroun , rent that apartment,
trailer or house: sell that home or-car. Take 
ac 
vonterge of this chance
to reduce the money you spend on advertising during Oct. Call now
and arrange for your ad to start on Oct. 1st. .
- HEL-PUS-TOHELli YOU-
AT A SAVINGS ro YOURSELF
PAGE 12 THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Twesday, September 30, 1975
Businessman's Corner
LETS TALK ABOUT NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING
This series of columns is prepared by the
advertising staff .of The Murray Ledger 8
Times Left to right ore Barbaro Alexander,
advertising manager, and Fronk Gonzales
and Debra Miller, soles people. Contact any




All advertising is done to create business and whether
you have good results is going to be determined ultimate-
ly by sales volume, and your advertising cost-to-sales
ratio. But, arriving at result conclusions too early is un-
wise and often inaccurate.
Advertising is like planting seeds in a garden in that
the results can be accumulative. The gardener fertilizes,
waters, weeds, and with a little luck and hard work, his
plants grow to maturity. The same applies to advertising,
but when you advertise you are dealinelvith human
nature instead of the elements. On Monday a certain ad
may not interest Mrs. Housewife or Mr. CustomeD at all,
while that same ad, appearing in the newspaper on
Friday, may bring them into your place of business the
same day. Advertising reader reaction can be predicted
to some extent, but consistent accurate forecasting is
difficult because there are so many factors that
determine results. Some of these are weather, day of the
week, time of the month, season of the year, and many
others.
Some ads will "pull" immediately, while others hardly
to bring results at all. Don't evaluate them too
quickly or you may come up with some wrong answers. It
is not unusual for people to walk in with clipped
advertisement in hand six months after the ad appeared
in the paper. That ad is still working! Much depends on
whether there is a time limit to the offer mentioned in the
advertisement.
Generally speaking, every new ad that you place in the
newspaper is another row hoed in your advertising
garden, and a little more sunshine on your "plants."
Every time the potential customer is attracted to read
one of your ads he is that much closer to coming in to buy,
if your products fit his individual life style. But, being
human, not all people react at the same time and in the
same manner. Obviously, the statement "I ran an ad last
week and it didn't do me much good" is not a valid
argument against advertising in the future.
- In making a true and logical evaluation of advertising
results, the following should be high on your list of
considerations:
(1) Do you have a viable procedural plan for tabulating
results from your advertising, and are such results
entered in your record system regularly? (See last.
column for suggested methods for tabulation and'
recording.)
t 2) Are all employees, (including yourself), following
tabulation policies, or do they cooperate only when time
permits?
3) Are your employees always aware of what each pub-
lished ad looks like, what each offers, advertised prices,
etc., so that when asked by a customer about a certain
advertised product they don't respond by saying, "You
saw it in what ad?"
141 Do you "lump together- all advertising results from
all media, rather than keeping records on each that will
tell you which is the most resultful?
5) Do you advertise on a predetermined budget and fol-
low your frequency of advertising plan,. or do you just
"throw- an ad in the paper now and then when the mood
strikes or when business is "bad?"
As stated, although final advertising results must be
based on actual money in the till, your advertising can in
fact be doing its job without .iehieving the desired sales
results. (See article tr2 in this series.) Therefore, to reach
the end result of more sales for your advertising dollars,
all steps toward reaching this goal must be working effi
ciently. Placing blame on advertising for all sales
problems is not fair to your advertising effort, your
working plan or yourself, and could possibly lead you to a
decision that would curtail the means of getting new
customers and old into your establishment to buy.
If 200 people respond to your advertising by coming id.
but only 3 of them make a purchase, your advertising
results were good! Your sales were poor for other
reasons! valuate results with caution.






Mrs. Raymond (Euda ) Lewis
died Monday afternoon at her
home at 1513 Kirkwood Drive,
Murray. She was 62 years of age
and had been in ill health.
The Murray woman was
found dead by her daugher,
Mrs. Jacqueline Rushing, when
she went to check on her about
four p. m., according to Max
Morris, Calloway County
Coroner. Morris said an autopsy
was being performed to
determine the cause of death,
but said there was no evidence
of foul play at the scene.
Mrs. Lewis was preceded in
death by tier husband,
Raymond Lewis, on June 20,
1972. She was a member of the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ. Born April 18, 1913, in
Marshall County, she was the
daughter of the late Buddy




Rushing, 1215 Melrose, Murray,
Mrs. Patricia Allbritten, San
Jose, Calif., and Mrs. Winona
McRoy, St. Louis, Mo.; one son,
Gary Lewis, Santa Clara,
Calif.; two sisters, Mrs.
Gerldine Lents and Mrs. Fleda
Allen, both of St. Louis, Mo.;
twelve grandchildren.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral




Mrs. Mary Jo Crouse of
Benton died suddenly Monday
about 8:30 a. m. at a home in the
Kirksey area. She was 56 years
of age and had been in ill health,
according to Max Morris,
Calloway County coroner, who
was called to the scene. Morris
said her death was due to
natural causes.
The deceased was the widow
, of Harlan Crouse and was a
member of the Briensburg
United Methodist Church.
Mrs. Crouse is survived by
one daughter, Mit, Mary Jane
Henson, Paducah; two sons,
Wendell Stice, Lexington, and
William Gary Stice, Paducah;
three sisters, Mrs. Reta
Barrett, Benton Route Nine,
and Mrs. Lela Notes and Mrs.
Martha Freeman, Benton;
three brothers, Polie, Galen,
and Floy Holley, Benton Route
Four, three grandchildren.
Funeral services Will be held
Wednesday at two p. m, at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with Bre, 0. D.
McKendree officiating. Pavia'
will be in the Marshall County
Memory Gardens.




The Wranglers Riding Club
will have a special call business
meeting on Thursday, October
2, at 7:30 p. m. at the Calloway
County Court House.
Officials said the purpose of
the meeting will be to elect a
Little Miss Wrangler to
represent the club in the Little
Miss WKHA contest.
All members are urged to
attend, a club spokesman said.
Emily Harris Says Patty Was
Tricked Into Signing Papers
SAN FRANCISCO ( AP) —
Syrnbionese Liberation Army
member Emily Harris says Pa-
tricia Hearst was tricked by
her parents and attorneys into
signing an affidavit in which
she said she was brainwashed
and tortured by the SLA.
"Who is brainwashing
whom?" Mrs. Harris said Mon-
day in a statement taped from
her jail cell in Los Angeles.
She described Miss Hearst as
a "truly beautiful woman who
is being manipulated by her
parents" into abandoning her
SLA comrades, Mrs. Harris
and her SLA soldier-husband
William.
"Since our capture, the
Hearst empire has put into mo-
tion all the power and influence
.that blood money can buy. The
two of us are the sacrifices this
time," Mrs. Harris said.
Meanwhile„ one of Miss
rfesrsr's attorneys' said arlf
San Francisco ritws conference
'Monday that psychiatrists had
expressed concern that she
might try to.corrunit suicide if -
she is forced to remain in her
San Mateo County jail cell.
Attorney Terence Hallinan
said Miss Hearst's mental
health is rapidly deteriorating
in the jail.
"She's been spaced out. It's
harder to get her to talk. She
becomes overwhelmed by tears
much faster. She cannot even
begin to get into these areas
that her mind has closed on."
Hallinan said Miss Hearst
should be transferred imme-
diately from the jail to a hospi-
tal for psychiatric treatment.
In other developments in the
Hearst case: ,
—U.S. District Court Judge
Oliver J. Carter postponed for
one week a hearing Scheduled
today on Miss Hearst's mental
competence to be cross-exam4,
med. The judge was told that
pychiatrists' tests on the heir-
ess, were not ready.
--L- Steveff Sbliffhtri
housepainter, pleaded innocent
Monday to charges of harbor-
ing Miss Hearst and being an
accessory ater the fact in a
bank robbery. Soliah, who was
arrested with Miss Hearst and
Wendy Yoshimura, another
fugitive, is being held on $75,000
bail. •
—A list of items taken from
the hideouts used by Miss
Hearst and the Harrises
showed they had amassed
quantities of weapons, disguises
and false identification. The
Harris apartment also con-
tained materials used to make
bombs, including pipes, clocks
and about five pounds of gun-
powder.
w —itnThessees., Harrisesgari)Thpeairel inb:::
Los Angeles court and were re-
fused permission to participate
in a secret grand jury hearing
probing the SLA. Their attor-
ney, Leonard ,Weinglass, said.
the couple wanted to 'confront
' kiiri--Feiiiinis, on 19 suite
charges, including.assault with
intent to commit murder,
against Miss Hearst and the
Harrises. ,
Voter Registration Week Procklimed
WHEREAS, On Nov. -.:, 1975, Kentuckians will go to the
polls to cast their votes for various state-wide and local of-
fices; and,
WHEREAS, It is essential to our democratic form of gover-
nment that all citizens who qualify exercise their right to
vote; and,
N. N i: WHEREAS, Anyone has the right to vote in the Corn-
wealth of Kentucky if he is an American Citizen, is a
citizen of Kentucky, is 18 years of age on or before election
day, has not been convicted of a disqualifying crime, or is not
under the-guardianship for mental disability; and,
WHEREAS. The deadline for voter registration is October
6 to register all eligible citizens of this Commonwealth,
regardless of party ,affiliation, so they may cast their vote on
Nov. 4;
THEREFORE, WE, Mayor John E. Scott and Judge
Robert 0. Miller, do hereby proclaim the period September
29-October 4 VOTER REGISTRATION WEEK in Murray
and Calloway County and we urge all citizens to register if
they have not done so and to exercise the precious right to
vote.




Could Move To U. S. Mainland
MIAMI (AP) — A revived
hurricane Gladys, with winds of
110 miles an hour and expected
to strengthen, plowed through
the Atlantic today on a course
which could take it to the U.S.
mainland, forecasters said.
"This could become a major
storm," Gil Clark, a forecaster
at the National Hurricane Cen-
ter in Miami, said late Monday.
"Satellite pictures show a very
well-defined eye."
For days, Gladys hovered
just above the 74 m.p.h. wind
speed that classifies a storm as
a hurricane. It rapidly picked
up strength Monday and fore-
casters said the storm should
strengthen.
Early today, Gladys was
about 800 miles east of Miami
at latitude 24.3 north and longi-
tude 65.8 west, moving north-
westerly at 15 m.p.h.
If steering currents do not
turn it further to the east, it
could make landfall somewhere
on the Eastern Seaboard within
the next three days, the center
said.
But Clark said it is too early
to predict where, if anywhere,
Gladys might touch land.
Gales were extending out as
far as 150 miles from the cen-
ter, but no land area was im-
mediately threatened, fore-
casters said.
A cold front that was ex-
pected to weaken Gladys
moved out of the storm's path
near the Bahamas, and a high
pressure system left behind as
sister hurricane Faye moved
into colder North Atlantic wa-
ters helped boost Gladys late
Monday.
Faye, which brushed past
Bermuda last Friday, was
downgraded to a low pressure
system as it moved further into
the North Atlantic on Monday.
No Survivors Found In
Hungarian Plane Crash
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — A
Hungarian jetliner with 60 per-
sons reported aboard crashed
into a shark-infested area of
the Mediterranean off the Leba-
nese coast early today, and rob
cue workers said there ap-
peared to be no survivors.
"The sea is full of sharks,"
said -a boat owner who visited
the crash site. "They're tearing
into the bodies, making recov-
ery work very difficult."
Airport officials said the pas-
senger list carried the names of
35 Arabs and 15 foreigners, at
least one of them thought to be
an American. There were 10
Hungarian crew members.
Port authorities said Leba-
nese navy boats had recovered
29 bodies by midmorning.
The Soviet-built TU154 of
Hungary's Maalev airline was
on a flight from Budapest to
Beirut. A government state-
ment said it crashed into the
sea six miles northwest of Bei-
rut at 2:32 a.m, as it was mak-
ing its approach to land.
A source at the airport .con-
trol tower said the pilot made
routine radio contact nine min-
Bake Sales Planned
Here By Beta Club
Saturday, October 4, the
Calloway High School Beta Club
will hold a bake sale from three
locations on the court square:
Lerman's, Littleton's, -and
National Store.
The sale will begin at 8:30 a..
m., and continue until the
Homecoming Parade is over.
There will be a wide variety of
baked goods, including cakes,
pies, cookies, and brownies.
g44.4faiticez
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
todai furnished to the lodge & Tripes bs









Gulf Oil 21S .'4
Pennwalt 244 unc
Quaker Oats Mkt -4
Republic Steel . 30%
Singer 11%
Tappan 534 unr
, Western Union 12k. uric
Zenith :  32."
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT: today; furnished to the Ledger de
Times by First of Michigan, Corp , of
Murray, arc as follows
US Homes









n"Jun Walters ' 31k.
Kirrch 12 a.
Disney 44sr









utes before his landing time,
gave his position and said he
was coming in. There was no
indication that anything was
wrong.
He was supposed to check in
again with the control tower
one minute before putting
down. When he didn't, the tow-
er tried to contact him but got
no answer.
The British Royal Air Force
in Cyprus said the control tow-
er notified it immediately that
it had lost contact with the
plane. A RAF C130 Hercules




The 1.1', S. Postal Service is
seeking bids for an im-
provement project at the
Murray, Kentucky post office.
Work will include interior
plaster repair in the lobby and
workroom areas and painting
walls in the lobby and repaired
areas of the workroom.
Bid documents will be
available October 10, 1975, from
N. J. Telecson, manager,
Design and Construction, U. S.
Postal Service, Room 508, 200
West Broadway, Louisville,
Kentucky 40202. Bids close
November 4, 1975.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 355.4,
down 0.2. Below dam 308.6, up
1.7.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.6,
down 0.3. Below dam 318.9, up
0.9. -- -






Chicago, ii. — A free offetThf
special atersit to those who he.,
lout de lye andentasid words bee
been awaeanced by %Raw A new
*permit*" inederof Hoe weellett
Ultimo, slid •VIM Mak lat 1041 ghee
obsoletely fr•• to anyone
rwantoting it.
Setod ler this iten-operating model
new. We it Is 60 privacy of yaw
ewe baste to tee hew Ray bearing
kelp can be. It'd piers to keep,
free. The school ea vainplis loot
Ramo a third of en mace, sad it's all
at ear level, in one oat lie wires
lead frees body to hood.
These models are free, le an
seggetrt yootAitrite ter4estrs new.
id*, -IN r•PKit-fte,il "
'sad cbrt•Inly se obligation.
TINHosawds her • alreemly hem
,ri write today to Dept,
S632, Molten* Rectrealco, 4301 Wry
Vittorio St.ort, Okay, lit 60644.
Wind Sinfonietta Concert To
Feature Bicentennial
A Bicentennial program
featuring music dating back in
American history to 1784 will be
presented as the annual fall
concert of The Wind Sinfonietta
at Murray State University
'‘ Tuesday evening, Oct. 7.
Scheduled at 8:15 p.m. in
Recital Hall A of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, the
program is sponsored by the
Department of Music at the
university. The 40-piece sin-
fonietta will be conducted by
Paul W. Shahan, director of
bands on the campus.





went back to school last night
for the first meeting of the
Murray High School Parent-
Teachers Association, Both
Murray High and the Murray
Vocational School were open for
the parents.
Mrs. Perry Johnson,
president, presided at opening
assembly. Rev. William P.orter
gave the invocation. Assistant
principal John Hina introduced
the other PTA officers including
Dr. C. D. Wilder, vice-
president, and Dr. William J.
Grasty, treasurer. Mrs. Brenda
Maddox, secretary, was ill.
Hina also recognized Linda
"Ransom, Student Council
'president, and' Principal Eli
Alexander.
Following announcements,
Hina dismissed the parents to
follow their son or daughter's
daily schedule. The parents met
the teachers, heard the class
requirements and method of
grading.
Class meetings followed the
class periods and refreshments
were served in the cafeteria.
Members Of the Student Council




Karen J. McClure, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Bill McClure,
517 Broad Street, Murray,
opened her senior art show on
Saturday, September 27, on the
fifth floor of the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts Building,
Murray State University.
The show will continue
through Friday. October 10,
Miss McClure is a senior art
major at Murray State with an
area in painting. She is a 1972
graduate of Murray High
School.
The public is invited to see the
show by Miss McClure.
public is cordially invited to
attend at no admission charge
to hear a special program of
music to commemorate the
Bicentennial." Pieces on the
program include:
"New England Triptych,"
arranged by William Schuman
after the music of William
Billings, the first American
composer. Selections in the
program-opener include -Be
Glad Then, America," "When
Jesus Wept" and "Chester."
Billings, a Bostonian known as
the father of American music,
wrote sturdy tunes that
colonists adopted as their own
native music when relations
with England reached the
breaking point in the 170(s.
Schuman is a former president
of the Julliard School of Music
in New York City.
"Finale from Symphony No.
2" (1897-1902) by Charles Ives.
The music of Ives, a Con-
necticut native, holds a high
rank in the annuals of American
music. Virtually every work he
wrote bears relation to
American life, not only by
literary association, but
through actual quotation of
Program
American musical sources,
from church anthems to
popular dances and marches.
"The Land and the Rivers';
with text by Lillian Lowry and
music by Shahan and featuring
Larrie Clark as narrator.
Commissioned by the Mc-
Cracken County Bicentennial
Committee, the historic
narrative includes an account of
the settlement and growth of the
Jackson Purchase area and the
influence of the great rivers on
its progress and a commentary
on the people who first made
their mark on the nation.
Four early American mar-
ches—"Washington's Grand
arch" (1784), "Jefferson's
March" 0804) by Alexander
Reinagle, "Tippecanoe
Quickstep" (1840) by Henry
Schmidt, and "Santa Ana's
Retreat from Buena Vista"
(1848) by Stephen Foster. These
four historic landmarks of early
American march styles are
considered to be among the best
examples to be found anywhere,
each stylistically reminiscent of
the nation's musical taste at the
time it was written',"
Introducing Maeda Jones and Richard Farris
Maeda Jones of 511 North Second Street, Murray, has been
with the bank for eight years serving as supply clerk, cook,
and custodian. A graduate of Douglas High School, Mrs.
Jones is a member of St. John's Baptist Church and serves as
branch secretary of the NAACP. Her children are Anita
Jackson, Doris Thomas, and Fredrickia Hargrove. She has
four grandchildren.
Richard Farris has been with the bank for 1/2 years ser-
ving as custodian. He attended Flint School and is a member
of the Coles Camp Ground United Methodist Church. He and
his wife, Dulcie, reside at Hardin.





Have you registered to votei
Save on all dishwashers, compactors,
and disposers.
Big savings on the dishwashers people say are the best. Every model
-and color on sale! Free detergent. Twelve 33-oz. boxes of Finish
dishwasher detergent with the purchase of a KitchenAid dishwasher.
*Save on KitchenAld trash compactors. Plus satisfaction guaranteed or
your money back within 30 days of purchase. Free compactor bags
with the purchase of a KitchenAid compactor
Save on KItchenAid stainless steel disposers. They last long, grind all
food waste in a whisper and install in a snap. The only disposer with the
Wham Jam Brdaker. Clears jams at the touch of a button.
Word-Elkins
• Ow
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